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i) Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of
the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of
information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of
the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San
Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.

ii) Abstract
Over the 2021-2022 academic year, we, the Shallow Water Wind Turbine Foundation senior project team,
designed, manufactured, and tested a fixed bottom, sand mounted turbine foundation for the Cal Poly Wind
Power Club’s Collegiate Wind Competition turbine. The foundation was restricted to certain material,
installation, and geometric constraints outlined in this report, and needed to support the turbine under
operating conditions including 22 m/s wind speeds. The design was analyzed using primarily a bearing
capacity geotechnical analysis to determine final geometry and weight. The foundation was then
manufactured using welded, custom carbon steel parts.
The foundation was inspected for geometric constraints, weighed, and tested for catastrophic failure before
beginning performance testing. Performance testing included the use of pull tests to simulate the thrust load
of the wind on the turbine nacelle to determine the ability of the foundation to support loads equivalent to
and greater than those experienced by the turbine under wind loading. We found that the foundation can
support 27.5 ± 1.1 m/s wind speed on the turbine during operation at its lowest weight configuration based
on analysis of our testing data. This surpasses the required 22 m/s wind speed considerably.
This foundation design provides the club with a functional foundation to use for testing in the Collegiate
Wind Competition next year. It also provides the basis for design iteration for future competition teams to
succeed in the Collegiate Wind Competition.

iii)

Introduction

Our team designed, manufactured, and tested a 23 cm tall wind turbine foundation for use in a shallow
water, sandy-bottom environment as part of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo’s 2021-2022 entry into the Collegiate
Wind Competition. This report contains all the details defining our problem definition, ideation, analysis,
design, manufacturing, and testing from start to finish. The contents of these documents are as follows:
Part I) Scope of Work – Details the problem background, expected scope of work, major
objectives, and project management plans.
Part II) Preliminary Design Review – Provides important developments in concept development,
concept design, and concept justification.
Part III) Critical Design Review – Showcases critical system designs, design justification,
manufacturing plan, and design verification plan for final verification prototype.
Part IV) Final Design Review – Describes the final design changes, prototype manufacturing and
assembly, testing used to verify the prototype, and a discussion of important findings
followed by recommendations for future action related to the project.

Scope of Work
Shallow-Water Wind Turbine Foundation

-ByJames T. Cusanelli
Zachary R. Dunkelberger
Nico A. Nani
Andrew N. Walker

Mechanical Engineering Department
California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo
2021

Abstract
This report details the expected Scope of Work for designing a model-scale shallow-water wind turbine
for competition use. It includes details of the competition challenge, research on current solutions to the
challenge, and how we plan to be successful in developing and implementing our own solution. After
initial research, no direct solutions are commercially available, which will drive our need to do extensive
independent design and testing before we are able to create a functional prototype for competition. Our
team’s goal is to create a sandy-bottom turbine foundation that will exceed the minimum required design
in the spirit of sustainability and innovation.
Part of engineering sustainably is to consider the life of every design, from cradle to grave. To retrieve
decommissioned wind farm turbines and their foundations, we must be able to install them and remove
them with relative ease, using the tools, boats, and personnel already available. Removeable foundations
of this style do not exist in the world, and it has been our goal to research the designs and technology
available to create a potentially up-scalable model for a lightweight, deployable, removable, and robust
turbine foundation. By combining existing technology and theory, we will be able to create a foundation
compatible with a model turbine that can deploy and retract intuitively, remain rigid yet lightweight under
extreme wind loading with a turbine attached, and last many life cycles. Despite our project scope being
focused on the Collegiate Wind Competition, we expect to pioneer methods that may have far-reaching
uses in sandy, shallow water construction techniques for offshore foundations.
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1.0 Introduction
The Cal Poly Wind Power club (CPWP, the club) is a student-led competition club at California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, California (Cal Poly). They are competing in the
Collegiate Wind Competition (CWC) which is an interdisciplinary competition where students compete
in three different categories: Turbine Design and Testing, Project Development, and Connection Creation.
As a part of the Turbine Design and Testing contest, CPWP requires a fixed-bottom, shallow-water
foundation for their competition turbine. This system will be the sole support for the turbine during
operation in a wind tunnel and adhere to CWC regulations, including requirements for deployability.
Specifically, the foundation must fit within a 25cm-by-25cm area, and any anchoring may extend no
further than 15cm into the sand at the bottom of the water tank. The foundation must have the ability to be
deployed in 15 minutes, without any person touching the water, and must be removed in 5 minutes. The
turbine will see wind speeds of up to 22m/s during operation.
Our senior project team consists of four 4th year mechanical engineering students at Cal Poly who are
interested in renewable energy and are excited for the task of developing a solution to this challenge.
James Cusanelli is concentrating in manufacturing and is interested in pursuing a career that emphasizes
mechanical manufacturing in fields revolving around renewable energy and the automobile industry. He
is an amiable and personable individual who enjoys working in team settings and taking on new
challenges. He is also excited to work with turbines and learn more about the renewable energy industry.
Zachary Dunkelberger is in the Energy Resources concentration because of his passion for renewable
energy. He has worked with small wind turbines for a few years now and is excited to dig deep into a
specific aspect of the Collegiate Wind Competition. He is also thrilled with the added challenge of
deployment and retrievability involved in this project.
Nico Nani is interested in pursuing a career in renewable energy technologies like wind, solar, or
hydropower, or in clean energy like 4th generation nuclear power. He is excited to find a place where he
can exercise his love and stewardship of the outdoors while working in an engineering position consistent
with the values of environmentalism and mindfulness.
Andrew Walker is studying energy resources within mechanical engineering and has a passion for wind
energy. As an analytical and team oriented individual, he is excited to contribute his skills in structural
analysis and design to further the success of the team.
This report will serve as an outline for the scope of the project and what we will accomplish this academic
year. The sections we will include are as follows:
2.0 Background – The background section will include a summary of the research we have done
to familiarize ourselves with the problem and establish benchmarks for our design. This will cover
existing products, patents, and technical research on important concepts.
3.0 Scope – The scope section will include a description of the scope of the project we are taking
on, a description of the needs and wants of CPWP
4.0 Objectives – The Objectives section lists the specifications for the functional prototype we
will deliver based on the needs and wants of CPWP, along with the tolerances and risks associated with
those specifications. There will also be a list of related regulations from the CWC.
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5.0 Project Management – The project management section will deliver a layout of our plan to
complete the project in an organized and timely manner, along with a table of key milestones for our
project.
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2.0 Background
2.1 Existing Products
Because the specifics of this design challenge are unique to the geometries and material limitations
provided by the CWC, no commercial products exist that fill our sponsor’s need. Because our team can
focus specifically on the turbine’s foundation, we will be able to go deeper into the design process and
develop a prototype that exceeds the basic need to hold the turbine upright in sand during testing. The
following information details design that utilizes technologies that our team will be able to combine to
create a lightweight, rigid structure from only ferrous metals.

2.2 Technical Research
While conducting research on this topic, our team broke available information into a few digestible
categories: utility-scale offshore turbine foundations, available small-scale sand-anchoring products,
methods for moving wet sand, and material properties of sand.

2.2.1 Utility-Scale Turbine Foundations
Offshore, utility-scale wind turbine foundations have a few basic functions. They are designed to hold
wind turbines above the water during long term operation. These foundations are rigid, semi-permanent,
can withstand wind and swell loads, last in a corrosive ocean environment, and are deployed by operators
using boats [1]. Our research focused on existing solid foundations that rest on the seabed in water no
deeper than 200 feet and dig into the seabed no deeper than 50ft. While the environmental and biological
effects of these foundations on ocean floors are important to their widespread use, they are not a primary
focus of our team’s design. The five most used foundations can be seen in the figure below, all with
various advantages and disadvantages.

Figure 1. Common fixed foundations for offshore turbines [2]
All these foundations are permanent or semi-permanent, meaning it is either impossible or very difficult
to move, remove, or decommission these structures from their location on the sea floor. It is critical of our
project’s design to have a structure that is both deployable and removable within 15 minutes.
Some other important takeaways from these structures are that all of them are deployable by boats from
above the water, or with minimal input from underwater divers. This aspect is mimicked by CWC
limitation of above-water user deployment, which is discussed further in our objectives section.
Additionally, they are not designed specifically with weight reduction in mind, as the robustness
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necessary to withstand offshore environments and wind loads for 25 years [1] greatly exceeds the specific
need for weight and cost-reduction that our project must design for. However, innovations in design that
allow for reduction of material are appreciated because they help reduce the carbon footprint from the
manufacturing of each structure [2]. The last major takeaway from utility-scale offshore foundations is
that they have varying seabed composition preferences. Some foundations are much better suited for soft
sand or clay (gravity, suction buckets), while others are necessary for rocky environments(monopiles).
We will focus our design takeaways on the soft-seabed foundations that are the most lightweight, have the
shallowest penetration, and don’t require concrete [3]. Below are single and tripod-style suction
foundations.

Figure 2. Single and Tripod-style suction bucket foundations for offshore turbines, ideal for use in sandybottom conditions where post-decommission removal may be required [3]
Suction-bucket foundations implement pressurized buckets that draw sand upward into the bucket and
pull the foundation downward [4]. They also have a near-noiseless installation using onboard pumps,
which is beneficial for both nearby sea life and potential removal after decommissioning, an important
design consideration for sustainable, cradle-to-grave engineering.
Tripod-suction foundations use three anchors spread across the seabed, as opposed to a single monopile
(see Figure 1) driven deep into the bedrock [5]. Using three legs adds stability, reduces weight, and limits
the anchor depth needed, which will be important for the objectives and scale of our project. The legs also
transfer bending moment loads into axial loads into the soil via skin friction, which allows for the
diameter of the monopile column to be reduced in half (at full scale) [6]. Some structures use mud mats,
which are flat metal plates, that offer soil resistance for increased stability. The tubular, hollow foundation
members can be oriented vertically, or at an angle of 30 degrees or less (preferably 10 degrees or less for
installment purposes) [2]. Because part of our design challenge values structure weight, we also plan to
reference lattice-style tower construction (offshore foundations, radio towers, steel bridges) to minimize
material needed and maximize strength. In our study of existing literature, Anderson’s textbook on wind
energy left us with a simple model for determining the tipping point of a turbine foundation dependent on
the base geometry and weight, the tower height and the thrust acting on the rotor [7]. This can be adapted
to fit our design as a method of simple analysis. Another textbook on wind energy, this one by Manwell,
4

described a few different varieties of offshore turbine foundations [8]. The method of using sand as
ballast inside a lighter structure has proved to be a valuable concept for us and will almost assuredly play
some role in our design. Overall, utility scale-turbines use mechanics that will be integral in designing a
scalable, easily deployable, removeable, and robust foundation.

2.2.2 Small-Scale Sand-Anchoring Systems
Beach umbrella anchoring systems solve a closely related problem to our own by designing for similar
loading, deployability, and retractability in sand. Beach umbrella anchoring systems are designed to be
stable in a sand environment, withstand the moments and forces generated by wind on a tall structure, and
can be installed and retracted in several minutes without going too deep below the surface. The umbrella
anchoring methods we researched include an integrated suction system, a circular ground stake
configuration, electrical/mechanical auger systems, and a multi helix approach [9, 10, 11, 12]. There were
other designs found, but many other designs used gravity-based “sandbag” designs that would not be
easily achievable using ferrous metals.
The integrated suction system uses a free-sliding plunger mechanism to remove sand beneath the
structural tube, allowing the tube to insert into the sand with use of a shovel or other digging device [10].
As a slide-able external actuator ring is drawn upwards, the suction system is initiated which draws sand
into a hollow compartment at the leading edge of the sand/tube interface. This device poses a powerful
solution to install the device without digging tools in a sand environment. The potential fault of this
system for our purposes is that the external monopile structure needs to go deep into the sand for
maximum stability [7].

Figure 3: Design and method of installation of the Integrated Suction System developed by Michael A.
Washko [10]
Another mechanism incorporated a circular base configuration with six mechanically attached spikes. The
desirable features of this design include its ability to withstand elements like heavy winds without tipping
over, due to the equal distribution through the configuration of the spikes [9].
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Figure 4: Portable umbrella stand with a six-spike configuration [9]
The design requires little effort to install and is manufactured with steel. Two major drawbacks for this
style are that any axial lift generated could uproot the structure, and that the structure itself could move in
semi-solid wet sand under significant loading [13].
The last device we drew inspiration from was a multi-helix umbrella stand. This device is designed for
use in wet or dry sand, and uses wide flanges arranged in a helix to drive itself into the sand while also
providing superior resistance to axial lift and weight [14].

Figure 5: Portable umbrella stand with multi-helix configuration [12]
Like the single-pole suction system, this stand also relies on depth of penetration to improve stability.
Because we are limited to only 15cm of depth, any screws would have to be shallow, wide-flanged, and
likely would require additional support mechanisms [9].
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2.2.3 Methods for Moving and Building in Wet Sand
While our design challenge is closely related to utility-scale foundations and small-scale anchors, we
thought it was important to specify methods used for other forms of moving wet sand for construction.
During permanent installation of concrete bridge foundations, there are numerous ways to excavate wet
dirt, rock, clay, and mud. Often, simple mechanical means are used to evacuate areas before concrete is
poured or structures are installed [15]. Buckets, shovels and hand tools may assist heavy-duty conveyor
belts, like the ones used in rock and sand quarries.

Figure 6. A wet sand processing plant using rotating buckets and conveyor belts.
Other times, dams are erected, and excavators are used to bail wet material, as shown below. [15]

Figure 7. A temporary dam erected for seabed construction. [15]
Many permanent installations rely on concrete, which does not comply with the material limitations or
mechanical removability necessary for our project. Recent concrete bridge foundations have utilized large
hollow cylinders where concrete is pumped into the tube from bottom-up, pushing existing water out as
gravity allows the wet concrete to settle [15]. This means that a dam does not need to be built, and
personnel are never required to work below the water level. Like the suction-based umbrella stand,
creating a hand-pump system may allow us to utilize this kind of drain and fill technique to create a
pressure anchor with wet sand instead of concrete.
Structures like retaining walls and dams are often constructed specifically to control the position of loose
material like sand, mud, water, dirt, or rock. One way that we can reinforce the stability and rigidity of
loose material used in construction is by putting a geogrid [16], essentially a backbone, into it. In this
7

process, the geogrid, typically a large polymer or steel net is buried inside layers of semi-solid, loose
material to help it hold its position and resist expansion or contraction to better protect the walls that are
retaining such material.

2.2.4 Wet Sand Properties
Because the scale of this project is much smaller than full-scale wet sand construction projects like
buildings, piers, bridges, and oil rigs, there is little information on its material properties in freshwater at
depths of specifically 15cm or less. For this reason, we plan on conducting our own testing with wet sand
before and throughout early design stages. We also found more general information about sand properties
in the textbook used for the Cal Poly civil engineering course on geotechnical engineering [17]. This
provided us with information regarding the shear strength of sand, and what factors affect it. These factors
include, but are not limited to relative density, particle shape, grain size and distribution, water, and
consolidation. The text will allow us to perform analysis on the wet sand that we will be using. A journal
article by Liefferink reinforces these ideas by discussing the decrease in penetration hardness as water is
added, and another document by Nelson gives us a window into the use of push piles and helical piers
into soil, although not specifically sand. [15, 16]. Although push piles are often used in deeper
foundations, it is possible we incorporate a similar concept in our design. Using the information gathered
from our analysis of the sand properties and the results of our own testing, we should be able to create a
model for how our system will interact with the sand that will suit our purposes.
A study done by Mostafa Bahmani Shoorijeh and Jean-Louis Briaud gave us some insight into the settling
properties of sand with regards to shallow foundations [18]. More research is required for us to determine
how much of a factor this will play given the very short time span where our foundation will be deployed,
but this study can act as a resource to help us determine how much our foundation will settle in
comparison to the analytical values we would determine. In this way it would act as an error correcting
method to convert our analytical values to ones we would expect to see in practice.

2.3 Conclusion
Because no direct solutions to our problem exist, testing and prototyping will be essential to producing a
functional foundation for competition. With a basic understanding of how wet sand moves and works, we
will be able to scale down and combine several existing foundation technologies to create something that
is lightweight, rapidly deployable, removable, and robust for competition use and beyond.

3.0 Project Scope
This project will primarily focus on solving the foundation mounting problem as detailed in the CWC
2022 Rules and Regulations, with some additional needs coming from the club specifically.

3.1 Scope
The boundary sketch below illustrates the systems and processes that are included in the scope of our
project.
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Figure 8. Project Boundary Sketch
The project will include the design, build and test of every foundation component below the connection
piece between the tower and foundation, called the stub. We will also procure a testing apparatus for our
foundation, tools for the installation process and a user’s manual to ensure the installation and operation
process is clearly conveyed to the club and that the club can use our system for future competition years.

3.2 Customer Needs and Wants
Our team conducted a few interviews with club officers, namely Elizabeth Costley (Testing Lead), Jeff
Larson (Mechanical Lead), and Josephine Maiorano (Aerodynamics Lead). These interviews gave us a
list of needs and wants with items from categories including geometry, motion and kinematics, forces and
torques, material, safety, human factors/ergonomics, production, assembly/disassembly, electrical,
operation, maintenance, cost, and relationship to the club.

Notable needs and wants include:
-

Horizontal dimensions of the structure and anchorage shall not exceed a projected square area 25
cm on each side
Anchors shall penetrate the sand no more than 15 cm.
The structure must not have excessive movement, sliding, twisting, tilting, or sinking in the sand
during testing
Able to withstand the loads of the turbine, including the increased axial load from larger blade
Product should be as lightweight as possible, while meeting criteria
Given 15 minutes to install their foundation structure into the water tank
The students will at no time be allowed to touch the water surface with any part of their bodies
during installation. Only tools will be allowed to enter the water.
Simple user manual to guide the installment
Cable passthroughs in enclosures provide strain and chafe protection (e.g., cable glands)
9

-

Stay within budget of $2000

The full list of specific needs and wants can be seen in Appendix Attachment 3.

3.3 Functional Decomposition
To determine the tasks our system will need to accomplish, our team performed a functional
decomposition. The results of that process are depicted in the figure below.

Figure 9. Functional Decomposition Diagram
The functional decomposition results left us with specific goals to accomplish. We determined each of
these basic tasks shown in Figure 9 were necessary to further our design process and will serve as items to
test when we begin to our final design. The primary function of our foundation is to support the turbine.
To support the turbine, the foundation must be deployable and removable, withstand the loads transferred
from the turbine to the foundation, mechanically attach and route the electrical wiring, and anchor in
sand.
To be deployable and removable, the mechanism must interface with tools successfully and be safe to
handle. To withstand the loads, the structure must have structural properties that will not break, deform,
or deflect significantly when subject to axial loads, bending moments, shear forces, and vibrations from
the operation of the turbine and from the installation procedure. To route wiring, the design needs to
protect the electrical wiring, and feed cable from the top of the foundation to the bottom, and out of the
tank. To anchor in sand, the sand needs to be engaged, and the device needs to utilize the material
properties of sand to anchor properly. From these basic functions, we realized our research into sand
properties especially will be very important. That research will help guide our choices when we design for
engagement with the sand. We also determined that part of the actual deployment process will need to be
ensuring that the structure is level, and a large part of withstanding the loads is ensuring that the structure
remains level.
10

3.4 Deliverables
Our team will deliver three reports beyond this one by the end of the project. These will include a
Preliminary Design Report where we will deliver our concept design based on our research and the design
specifications, which we will list in the objectives section of this report. We will also deliver a Critical
Design Report, where we will propose our detailed design completed based on the conceptual design and
the analysis we will do. Finally, we will deliver a Final Design Report where we will describe our final
prototype and detail the results of our testing.
Our primary physical deliverable will be a functional prototype of a sand-anchoring foundation that
adheres to competition regulations and will be ready for use by CPWP, as well as a user manual to guide
the installation of our foundation.

4.0 Objectives
The overall goal for our project is to design a shallow-water sand anchoring foundation for the Cal Poly
Wind Power Club's model scale wind turbine that adheres to Collegiate Wind Competition rules and
regulations.

4.1 Problem Statement
The Cal Poly Wind Power Club needs a shallow-water sand anchoring system and installation process for
use with their model scale turbine during wind tunnel operation that is lightweight, deployable in 15
minutes, removeable, and adheres to Collegiate Wind Competition regulations because a solution is
needed to perform well at the competition and provide inspiration for the developing industry of offshore
wind turbines.

4.2 QFD House of Quality and Specifications Table
We have developed a list of customer requirements and engineering specifications that can be found in
our Quality Function Deployment (QFD) located in Appendix Attachment A. The customer’s wants and
needs were weighted on both the wants and needs of the CPWP and the CWC competition regulations.
The following table (Table 2) depicts a list of the project specifications along with target goals and their
tolerances. Table 2 also features a risk category and compliance methods; the risk rating serves as a judge
for how vital a specification is to the overall project while the compliance method is the method we use
when testing or analyzing a certain specification.
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Table 2: Wind Turbine Foundation Specifications and Requirements

Specificat
ion #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
•

(UT)1

Specification
Description
Weight
Depth of anchoring
device
Height above water
Diameter of outer
tubing
Projected square area
of structure
Axial Factor of safety
Shear factor of safety
Moment factor of
safety

Target (w/
units)
10 lb

Tolerance
± 5 lb

Risk*
H

Compliance
Method**
A, T

15 cm
3 cm

± 1 cm
MAX

M
L

A, T
I

1.500 cm

± 0.015 cm

L

I

625 cm^2
2.5
2.5

Undecided
± 1.0
± 1.0

L
H
H

A, T
A, T
A, T

2.5

H

A, T

Installation time
Retraction time
Foundation life
cycle/reusability

15 mins
15 mins

± 1.0
- 15 min
(UT)1
N/A

M
L

T
T

100

± 25

L

I, R, T

- Unilateral Tolerance

*Risk: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
**Compliance Method: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (R) Research, (T) Testing
1. Weight: This is the dry weight of the foundation is measured before competition, which includes
all parts of the structure that will be in the tank during testing. We will weigh our structure using
a fish-scale, or other device.
2. Depth of Anchoring Device: This is the depth that our structure protrudes into the sand when
installed. We will design our structure such that it does not exceed the maximum depth, and
measure with a ruler or string during testing.
3. Height above water: This is the height above the water of the top of our foundation structure. We
will measure the height above water with a ruler during testing.
4. Diameter of Outer Tubing: This is the diameter of the standardized, unmodified tubing that must
be used to connect to the stub piece and be the top of our foundation. We will order the
appropriate parts and measure the diameter using calipers during testing.
5. Projected Square Area of Structure: This is the 25cm-by-25cm area with which or structure must
be within after installation. We will measure this by marking this area during testing with a
visible line.
6. Axial Factor of Safety: This is the calculated factor of safety to be designed for against axial
failure of our structure. We will use the ratio between our calculated axial failure strength and the
applied axial load with hand calculations.
7. Shear Factor of Safety: This is the calculated factor of safety to be designed for against shear
failure of our structure. We will use the ratio between our capacity for shear failure to the applied
shear load with hand calculations.
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8. Moment Factor of Safety: This is the calculated factor of safety to be designed for against
bending moment failure of our structure. We will determine this using the ratio of moment force
capacity to the moment force demanded with hand calculations.
9. Installation time: This is the time it takes to install our structure from the tank. We will measure
this time using a stopwatch as we practice prior to the competition.
10. Retraction time: This is the time it takes to remove our structure from the tank. We will measure
this time using a stopwatch as we practice prior to the competition.
11. Foundation life cycle/sustainability: This is the estimated number of cycles that our structure will
be able to withstand until deformation or breakage occurs from fatigue. We will determine this
value based on fatigue strength and endurance calculations.

4.3 List of CWC Requirements
Our turbine foundation must adhere to the CWC’s 2022 Competition Rules and Regulations. Along with
being fully functional and compatible with the CPWP’s turbine, our foundation must follow specific rules
and regulations prior to, during, and after the competition. A full list of the rules and regulations can be
found in the Collegiate Wind Competition 2022 Rules and Regulations digital handbook [18]. Some
general competition rules and requirements along with their corresponding figures are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anchors shall penetrate the sand no more than 15 cm
Water depth is 15 ± 1 cm (Figure 10)
The maximum horizontal dimensions of the structure and anchorage shall not exceed a projected
square area 25 cm on each side (Figure 10)
The entire structure must be made from a ferrous metal. The structure may be plated or painted.
Organizer provided transition piece (stub) connects top of turbine foundation to the mounting
plate. Weight of stub expected to be on the order of 4 lb.
The top of the team-designed foundation structure must be composed of nominal 1.5-inchoutside-diameter tubing at the location where it attaches to the stub. This tubing (and any paint)
must have an outer diameter of 1.500 ± 0.015 inches and must have an unmodified section at least
8 cm long.
Students must install their foundation structure and anchorage such that the top of the
standardized tubing is even with the top of the tank. However, it cannot stick out above the top
and must be within 3 cm of the top (Figure 11).
Students must assemble their foundation structure and anchorage such that the tubing at the top
falls within a 10-cm circle, centered in the tank horizontally (Figure 12).
The installation of the electrical cable between the turbine and the electrical components outside
the tunnel must be made through the top tube of the foundation structure.
No yaw turntable will be incorporated into this competition; however, teams are required to
incorporate yaw capabilities into their turbine.
The turbine base plate must be constructed of material no thicker than 16.1 millimeters.
Teams will be given 15 minutes to install their foundation structure into the water tank. The
students will at no time be allowed to touch the water surface with any part of their bodies during
installation (tools may touch water).
At the end of the testing, teams will be given 5 minutes to remove their foundation structure from
the tank and may touch the water during removal only.
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Figure 10. Turbine, structure, and anchorage allowable volume and tank layout.

Figure 11. Offshore simulation tank and 10 cm diameter allowable stub location.
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Figure 12. Organizer-provider stub piece student tubing and turbine.

5.0 Project Management
To manage this project, we have decided to utilize three primary tools: a team contract, basic roles, and a
Gantt chart. The team contract outlines our basic roles, guidelines for mutual respect and support, how we
will formally communicate, hold team meetings, ideate, share information, produce quality results, and
reach consensus. Roles not outlined in the contract will be the shared responsibility of the team and
dividing up team workloads will be done fairly and by team consensus. To stay on task, we have created a
project Gantt chart (Appendix Attachment B) with the most important milestones. Leading up to each
milestone is a series of tasks that each have a team member responsible, total time expected, and a
deadline. Below are the official team roles to facilitate internal project management most efficiently.
Table 3: Project Management Roles
Team Member

Logistical Role

Responsibilities

James Cusanelli

Head of Administration & Scribe

Take meeting notes, help compile information for
deliverables

Zachary Dunkelberger

Treasurer,
Co-Communication Facilitator

Nico Nani

Deliverables Manager & Sponsor
Communication Facilitator

Andrew Walker

Milestone & Progress Manager
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Maintain spreadsheet of team expenses, update
members with budget status, assist in CPWP club
communication
Ensure professionality of deliverables, official
communicator with sponsor, keep meetings on
task and brief
Maintain team Gantt chart, communicate with
team regarding approaching milestones, update
team progress as necessary

Beyond internal project management, the project’s success in designing, building, and testing our
foundation is hugely dependent upon collaboration with the CPWP club. Nico will be held responsible for
formal communication with the sponsor, while Zach will be available for informal communication and
regularly attending club meetings. All team members will also actively be participating in the club’s Slack
messaging system to stay up to date and keep the line of communication between both parties open.
Biweekly meetings will be held with the sponsor to update them on progress, roadblocks, and new
questions that arise as the design process progresses. Team roles will continue to be exercised with the
sponsor to make meetings efficient and communication optimized.
This project will require specific steps added to the design process to ensure our team’s readiness by the
competition date. Because no existing technologies for this application are commercially available, a
significant portion of our design and prototyping using additive processes will be pushed forward. To
proceed with testing, we will need to create a competition-like test basis with sand and a replica steel stub
to connect between the turbine and foundation. Additional time will be required to repeat our team’s
testing with a series of model-scale, steel prototypes. These will have to be tested for deployment and
removal times, as well as for static and dynamic loading to simulate actual turbine loading. Once internal
testing has been completed, we will have to retest our final foundation in competition-like conditions with
the turbine mounted to the stub and foundation and buried in wet sand with the electrical harness routed
through it.
Table: Timeline of Key Deliverables
Date
11/2/2021
11/4/2021
11/9/2021
11/18/2021
1/13/2021
2/8/2021
3/10/2021
4/26/2021
5/17/2021
5/27/2021
6/3/2021

Deliverable
Concept Selection
Concept CAD / Preliminary Analysis
Build Concept Prototype
Preliminary Design Review
Interim Design Review
Critical Design Review
Manufacturing & Test Review
Verification Prototype Sign-Off
Design Verification Plan & Report
Project Expo
Final Design Review Submission

As for the team’s next steps, we will begin the ideation process for the foundation’s design. We have
generated a few concept sketches during an initial design ideation session, and there are a few
components we intend to test and potentially incorporate into our foundation. A CAD file of our
preliminary concepts will be created, and each foundation prototype is tested to verify that it meets the
customer requirements and design specifications, and after a final design is chosen, we will share our
prototype and assembly process with CPWP. By 11/18/21, the team and club will be finalizing our
Preliminary Design Review (PDR). Our PDR is used as a “guide” to ensure our design is going in the
right direction for the remainder of the school year.
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6.0 Conclusion
Our senior project team will design, test, and build a fixed-bottom, shallow-water foundation for CPWP’s
competition turbine. This system will support the turbine during operation in a wind tunnel and adhere to
CWC regulations, including requirements for deployability. In this document, we have outlined our
understanding of the scope of the project which focuses on solving the foundation mounting problem as
detailed in the CWC 2022 Rules and Regulations, with some requirements from the club as well.
We have presented our research findings in the background, our understanding of our role in the project
scope, the engineering requirements and the CWC rules and regulations in our objectives, and our tools
for streamlining the process in the project management section. Our next deliverable is the Preliminary
Design Review, which will be ready on November 18, 2021. We request approval to proceed with the
scope and project plan outlined in this document.
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Abstract
This report provides justification of the preliminary design choices for a model scale wind turbine
foundation for use in shallow-water, sandy bottom applications. Our task is to create a lightweight, rapidly
deployable foundation to be anchored in soft, wet sand to support the Cal Poly Wind Power club’s
competition turbine. The document includes updates to the project’s scope of work, the concept
development process, the current design, and our design justification.
After conducting initial analysis and sand testing, we compiled extensive ideation and conducted controlled
convergence to determine the most important functional features. This design uses a plate that covers the
maximum allowed surface area on top of the sand and uses stakes to prevent horizontal translation. The
foundation has features that focus on utilizing the compression strength of sand while considering its low
shear strength. This design deploys and removes quickly and allows operators to efficiently pack sand
around it during installation. Above the sand, a support lattice that connects to the foundation tower will be
allow for even pressure distribution from the tower down to the flat foundation plate. Below the sand, wide,
sharp stakes prevent horizontal translation and secure the foundation in place once the surrounding sand
has been compacted. The following documentation displays the initial design challenges we have overcome
and paves the path forward for manufacturing and iterating functional prototypes from steel.
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1.0 Introduction
The Cal Poly Wind Power club (CPWP) is a student-led competition club at California Polytechnic State
University in San Luis Obispo, California (Cal Poly). They are competing in the Collegiate Wind
Competition (CWC) which includes a turbine prototype. CPWP requires a fixed-bottom, shallow-water
foundation for their competition turbine. This system will be the sole support for the turbine during
operation in a wind tunnel and adhere to CWC regulations [1], including requirements for deployability.
Specifically, the foundation must fit within a 25cm-by-25cm area, and any anchoring may extend no further
than 15cm into the sand at the bottom of the water tank. The foundation must have the ability to be deployed
in 15 minutes, without any person touching the water, and must be removed in 5 minutes. The turbine will
see wind speeds of up to 22m/s during operation.
This report serves as an outline for the design process we have completed so far, including an explanation
of our design direction and a justification for our design.
Since we delivered the Scope of Work, we have expanded the scope of our project to include a geotechnical
analysis of the foundation’s interface with the sand. The objectives of the project and timeline we will
follow has not changed since the delivery of the Scope of Work document.
The sections we will include are as follows:
2.0 Concept Development – The concept development section includes a summary of our process for
generating our concepts, evaluating those concepts, and converging on one concept to define our design.
3.0 Concept Design – The concept design section is a detailed description of the design we chose as it is
currently defined including the functions of the foundation design and a description of what has not yet
been determined.
4.0 Concept Justification – The concept justification section details the evidence we have that our design
will meet each of the specifications we have defined. This includes a discussion of the risks and plans we
must mitigate, along with the unknowns that still exist with our foundation design.
5.0 Project Management – The project management section delivers a layout of our plan to complete more
thorough analyses and testing as well as our plan for fabricating and testing the final prototype.
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2.0 Concept Development
The development of our concept prototype included three different processes: ideation, concept-controlled
convergence, and selection.

2.1 Ideation
In the ideation portion of our process, we generated many ideas of potential solutions to solve our major
functions. We used group and individual brainstorming methods, created concept sketches, and made
concept models to generate creative ideas.
We used our functional decomposition as a source of purpose of our concepts and generated specific ideas
for the deployability of the device, the ability to withstand loads, the anchorage to sand, and the routing of
electrical components. Our functional decomposition is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Functional Decomposition
Our group had an ideation session that employed several brainstorming methods including the worst
possible idea method, an individual brain-dumping session, and a rapid-fire group idea generating session.
We started with the worst possible idea method where each member had 5 minutes to produce the worst
possible solutions to the problem. This method sparked creativity and obscure ideas and created an openminded discussion by erasing the fear of judgement. We documented all ideas and built upon the ideas
generated by each other. In our individual brain-dumping session, each member had 10 minutes to generate
as many ideas as possible regarding potential solutions. In our rapid-fire group idea generating session,
each member had post-its and announced an idea to the group as it came up. These ideas are shown in
Appendix 1.
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Another method of idea generation came from a concept model generation session, where we used simple
supplies (cardboard, tape, toothpicks, popsicle sticks, glue) to create 20 different small-scale models of our
foundation. Some examples of our concept models are shown in Appendix 2.

2.2 Controlled Convergence
Following the ideation process, our group needed to reduce the number of ideas we generated and narrow
down our ideas in order to be able to select a concept. Our controlled convergence process included
development of Pugh matrices for each of our functions, and a morphological matrix to create four concepts.
Before creating our Pugh matrices, we eliminated any ideas that were not deemed feasible for the scope of
our project. Then, we developed a Pugh matrix for each of the four main functions outlined in our functional
decomposition: the deployability of the device, the ability to withstand loads, the anchorage to sand, and
the routing of electrical components. The Pugh matrices were used to select the best concepts from each
function, and the Pugh matrices are displayed in Appendix 3.
Next, we used a morphological matrix to select four concepts to analyze in a decision matrix. For the
morphological matrix, we gathered the best concepts for each function, accomplished in our Pugh matrices,
and then put them into a table shown in Figure 2. Using this table, each team member selected a concept
from each function to develop a complete concept.

Figure 2: Morphological Matrix
The result of our morphological matrix was four unique concepts with a unique combination of elements
from the best concepts of each function. Figures 3,4,5, and 6 are the four concept alternatives developed
from the morphological matrix, and they correspond to alternatives 1,2,3, and 4 in our decision matrix,
respectively.
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Figure 3: Asymmetrical Tripod w/ Flat Plate & Stakes

Figure 4: Asymmetrical Picnic Table w/ depth gauges
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Figure 5: Tripod Flat Plate w/ L-stakes

Figure 6: Four Leg Table w/ Mud mats & Angle Stakes
Our concept alternatives used different above sand structures including asymmetrical tripods and
asymmetrical table structures to distribute the loads from the foundation tower to each of the support
members. Three of the four concepts designed the main tower such that the foundation tower meets the
sand surface. Each concept included a foundation plate(s) to utilize the compression of the sand for stability
and resist the bending moment, though these plates differed in shape, size, and quantity. Another common
5

feature of all concepts was the use of stakes to prevent sliding/shifting of the structure on the sand and resist
the shear forces and bending moment. These stakes had different shapes, quantities, and were oriented
either vertically or at an angle into the sand.

2.3 Concept Selection and Decision Matrix
After developing four concept alternatives, we developed a weighted decision matrix using four of our best
concepts to select a single concept for our concept prototype. Our decision matrix compared these four
different concepts against 12 weighted criteria.
For the criteria used to compare the concepts' designs to one another, we used our specifications as a guide.
In rank of significance, our criteria included the following: withstand tipping moment, leveling, withstand
shear, blind deployability, uses compression of sand, repeatability, weight, manufacturability, height
adjustment, durability, cost, withstand pullout. To establish the weight of the criteria, we used a pairwise
comparison to individually compare each criterion’s importance by noting whether it was using options of
more, equal, or less important (+1, 0, -1) relative to every other criterion. This pairwise comparison is in
Appendix 4.
Now that we had a list of criteria to evaluate our concepts, we used a decision matrix to evaluate the four
concepts. First, we identified Concept 1 as a baseline to compare the other concepts to because this was the
first idea we generated from our morphological matrix. We evaluated whether Concepts 2, 3, and 4 were
“much better,” “ better,” “equivalent,” “worse,” or “much worse” (+2, +1,0, -1, -2 rating system) than
Concept 1 for each criterion. Then, we multiplied the weight of each criterion by the rating of each concept.
For each concept, we summed up the weighted ratings and compared the totals for each concept. Our
decision matrix can be found in Appendix 5.
The results of our decision matrix ranked Concept 3 as our top concept, followed by Concept 1, 2, and then
4. Some of the design aspects that set Concept 3 apart from the others included its large surface area of the
foundation plate, L-shaped corner stakes, and asymmetrical tripod support member configuration. Due to
the large surface area of the foundation plate, the concept uses the compression of the sand to support the
structure and resists the ending moment. Its other strong attributes include its durability and repeatability
of deployment. Based on our decision matrix, we decided to pursue Concept 3 as our concept prototype.

3.0 Concept Design
After selecting Concept 3 from the decision matrix, our team made modifications to the design to improve
the concept in weak points identified by the decision matrix. We removed the sheet metal fins that connected
the main shaft to the plate after considering that our welded connection to the plate plus the support beams
would be strong enough without further reinforcement. We added two more stakes with a modified T-shape
(Concept 1 stake design) beneath the foundation plate. One stake sits below the foundation tower and one
to the back edge of the base plate for a total of 6 stakes. The primary function of the corner and t-stakes is
to increase the shear and tipping resistance of the foundation. These stakes will be used to drive the
foundation into the sand and secure it in place.
We will deploy our foundation vertically into the sand and apply pressure on the top face of the foundation
plate using packing tools such as tampers or rods. Applying pressure onto the foundation plate will drive
our stakes to the max allowable depth of 15 cm into the sand as well as compacting the sand beneath the
foundation to increase sand density compression strength. The expected pressure application points on the
foundation plate are represented by the small orange Xs in the “Top View” portion of Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Sketch of Concept Prototype
Our design also features five support beams connecting the foundation tower to the foundation plate. The
support beams are arranged in an asymmetric design, with two beams in the front and three beams in the
rear connecting to a horizontal support beam on the foundation plate to maximize load sharing to the plate.
Figure 8 is a pictorial view of the CAD assembly of our concept design that illustrates how all the different
components will work/mate together.
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Figure 8: SOLIDWORKS Assembly of Concept Design
With this CAD design, we chose steel sizes that we expected to be lightweight while still being able to
handle loading. After examining the mass properties of this model, we expect that we can manufacture a
foundation that is only a few pounds. The required weight of the foundation will be discussed later in our
concept justification analysis.

4.0 Concept Justification
The refinement of this design has led us to an above-ground structure that we are confident will support the
substantial forces and moments caused by wind loads and internal nacelle pitch corrections. At the level of
the sand, we are also confident that utilizing the maximum surface area on top of the sand with a flat plate
will give us the best chances of reducing any angular deflection at the nacelle’s level. However, below the
sand the extreme moments generated about the back edge of the foundation will create variable pressure
distribution below the sand on the baseplate and on each stake. As we proceed with building a functional
prototype, it will be our primary purpose to continue reducing the foundation weight as much as possible
by counteracting the moment about the back edge without blindly adding more weight to the foundation.
Below is some of the preliminary analysis we conducted to generate actual materials and geometries for a
steel prototype.

4.1 Functional Justification
As outlined above in the functional decomposition, Pugh matrices, and morphological matrix, our current
concept design will theoretically perform its four primary functions (deployable/retractable, withstand loads
without deflecting or translating, route wiring, and anchor in sand) with the least weight possible.
This foundation is designed to be fully rigid. It has no moving parts, and it deploys vertically straight into
the sand by pushing down onto the base with stakes. This static, linear deployment will allow it to be
deployed reliably, to the correct depth, and quickly to allow ample time for sand compacting. Having a
fully rigid foundation also means that during underwater deployment, utilizing linear deployment tools like
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push sticks and sand compacting tools like tampers will not interfere with moving parts. Figure 9 is a picture
of the easily deployable, vertical stake design.

Figure 9. Vertical stakes attached to concept prototype
The structure also must withstand the expected loading. After some initial hand calculations (Appendix 6),
the two most important load conditions to understand are the moment generated about the back edge of the
foundation base plate and the shear forces exerted on the sand by base plate edges and stakes (Appendix
6B & 6C). To prevent dislodging or deflecting during operation, we have built a simplified model using the
current concept design to calculate how much surface area our stakes need to utilize and how heavy our
foundation will be simply to withstand the expected load conditions.
Routing wiring through/around the foundation will be easily done by either routing cables along a tripod
leg outside of the foundation and keeping it above the sand or by routing it all the way through the 1.5in
center tube and then burying it gently in the sand and compacting around it. This will be one of our last
checks during testing and is not expected to require substantial engineering involvement.
The last function we identified for the foundation was that the structure anchors in the sand. The current
design uses wide stakes to create friction and pressure underneath the sand, however no mechanism has
been implemented to “anchor” the structure in a traditional sense. Because of the shallow penetration depth
allowed in the sand, we have decided that other methods like self-weight, stakes, compaction, and other
surface friction techniques will be utilized to accomplish this function.

4.2 Sand Testing
Lots of thought went into how to best utilize the 25x25x15cm volume of sand allotted to our foundation.
To determine what sand conditions we should expect for competition, we designed a few tests to conduct
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on our physical concept prototype and are continuing to implement geotechnical engineering principles into
our design considerations for the steel functional prototype.
The first test we conducted was a compression vs shear test (Appendix 2). Using early ideation models, we
determined that sand performs best under vertical, gravity-parallel compression. The more surface area that
is used to distribute moment-generate pressure on the sand, the less likely the sand will be to compress
further or shear around the base plate.
The next test we conducted was burying several different shapes under the sand to determine whether
traditional anchoring methods would be practical. We quickly determined that while buckets (circular or
square-sided) buried in sand are difficult to remove in the vertical direction, they are not hard to tilt when
under even a small moment (Appendix 2). Noticing this deflection was critical for our application because
the buckets are extremely difficult to bury in a timely manner, let alone when underwater. They are also
not conducive to self-compacting because of how much sand is loosened just to bury them. We also tried
burying various spade shapes and plate shapes with the same result; that the deployment process coupled
with unimpressive rigidity in shallow, loose sand would be no better for a foundation base than a flat base
plate with vertical stakes.
Our final sand testing we expect to conduct before constructing our functional prototype from steel. Before
finalizing values from the loading calculations shown below, we will need to know the shear force required
to disrupt the structure of compacted wet sand. This will be a key element in understanding exactly what
geometries our stakes need to have and at what locations and frequency. The other test we will be
conducting is how much surface friction we can generate on the stakes and base plate to help lock the
structure into the sand without simply adding more weight. This will be done by testing different stake
surface contours and coatings on flat plates sliding through the sand. We expect to proceed with testing
prior to finalizing our functional prototype geometry.

4.3 Preliminary Analysis
To understand the specific load distribution on our concept prototype structure, we created a simplified
static model to analyze moments about the back edge of the base plate and shared loading on the stakes.
Figure 10 is a diagram for the tower loading scenario for our concept prototype and some initial calculations
to determine the worst case loading at sand-level.

Figure 10. Diagram of concept prototype critical geometries
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Under normal competition circumstances, the tower of the turbine is bolted directly to a secured tabletop
inside of the wind tunnel. For our challenge, we have the added difficulties of a taller tower stack up and a
foundation environment material that is used for building sandcastles. In other words, the loading at the
bottom of the foundation when the turbine is being buffeted by 50 mph winds will be higher than past years
because of the longer moment arm (1m vs 0.6m). In addition to this, the area and depth limitations mean
that we must use the absolute maximum amount of surface area available in both vertical and horizontal
directions to succeed at reducing weight. Figures 11 and 12 is a diagram of the expected moment about the
back edge and the expected load distribution on baseplate and stakes.

Figure 11. Expected foundation base plate loading

Figure 12. Expected stake loading
Based on the known geometry above the sand (Appendix 3, Page 2), we can determine the required weight
for the foundation to counteract the expected wind loading if it had no below-sand features (Appendix 3,
Page 3). By adding stakes with large surface area, we will be able to counteract the moment generated at
the back edge significantly. The goal is to optimize the stake shape and arrangement (Appendix 3, Page 4)
based on how much shear force packed sand can withstand, which we can determine from geotechnical
references [2, 3, 4] and sand testing. Because the level arm is so long and the foundation is so small, we
expect to have to add more weight to our foundation just for it to help hold the structure in place.
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4.4 Design Risks & Hazards
Further testing and analysis will be needed to mitigate the risk of foundation failure. FEA of the structure
will be important once we have weight requirements and material choices further defined. Geotechnical
analysis and testing will be required to understand how above-sand and below-sand structure will interact
with vibration and loading. The design risks associated with foundation pullout, translation, or nacelle
deflection will be further analyzed as described in the sand testing and preliminary analysis sections above.
Risks to personal safety and Cal Poly Wind Power Club property are non-trivial during use of the
foundation. Handling of the steel foundation will be done with caution. All the stakes will be sharpened to
a point to allow easy installation. We will ensure that edges are deburred and rounded where possible,
however the weight and geometry of our structure means that dropping it on a foot or leg could cause
serious bodily injury. If not thoroughly tested, the structure could also pose a serious risk to turbine
hardware. If the nacelle were to rotate more than one degree from parallel to the airflow, the internal turbine
components could be subject to forces outside the parameters of their design. Breaking or bending the
precision internal components is a risk factor we are accepting by entering this competition.

4.5 Potential Iterations in Case of Failure
In its current form, we can predict expected modes of failure for this design. If the foundation weight is
sufficient, we have the option of adding more stakes with larger surface area. If the foundation is too
lightweight, we can increase the base plate thickness and stake thickness. Balancing these two iterations
will be the key to getting the lightest foundation that remains fully rigid. As modes of failure arise during
testing, we will have opportunities to make additional improvements on site.
We expect this design to meet all its required functions. With some additional sand testing, we will be able
to calculate the exact required weights and stake areas. There are a handful of risks we are both actively
mitigating and willing to accept. While we have not determined exact material dimensions for the final steel
prototype, we are confident that a form of this concept prototype will manifest into the final functional
prototype for competition.

5.0 Project Management
Now that we have developed a concept prototype and performed preliminary analysis on our concept
prototype, we plan to analyze our design further before manufacturing with steel. Before manufacturing
can begin, we will analyze loads applied to our stakes, and develop an appropriate shape, sizing, and number
of stakes to counteract our moment. Additionally, we will modify the thickness and placement of our
support beams to optimize stability and weight. After our analyses and designs are solidified, we will order
the parts and manufacture a steel prototype.
Once a steel prototype is assembled, we can pursue the appropriate testing to make sure our design meets
the specifications. To proceed with testing, we will need to create a competition-like test basis with sand
and a replica steel stub to connect between the turbine and foundation. The foundation will have to be tested
for deployment and removal times, as well as for static and dynamic loading to simulate actual turbine
loading. If it fails to meet specifications, we will diagnose the issue, redesign the underperforming
components, and repeat the process of purchasing, manufacturing, and testing until a functional prototype
is achieved. After this point is achieved, our team will continue to modify the structure to make the
foundation as light as possible. Once internal testing has been completed, we will have to retest our final
foundation in competition-like conditions with the turbine mounted to the stub and foundation and buried
in wet sand with the electrical harness routed through it.
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To manage this project, we have decided to utilize a Gantt chart as seen in Appendix 7 with the most
important milestones. Leading up to each milestone is a series of tasks that each have a team member
responsible, total time expected, and a deadline. A summary of these tasks is in Table 1.
Table 1: Timeline of Key Deliverables
Date
11/18/2021
1/13/2021
2/8/2021
3/10/2021
4/26/2021
5/17/2021
5/27/2021
6/3/2021

Deliverable
Preliminary Design Review
Interim Design Review
Critical Design Review
Manufacturing & Test Review
Verification Prototype Sign-Off
Design Verification Plan & Report
Project Expo
Final Design Review Submission

As for the team’s next steps, now that a final design is chosen, we will share our prototype and assembly
process with CPWP and seek approval. If approval is gained, our team will move forward with the
development of the prototype proposed in this document. More analysis will be done by hand and using
FEA software to determine what modifications need to be made to the design before the manufacturing
process can begin using steel. Analysis will allow us to specify the member sizes needed to meet our factors
of safety. We plan to have this analysis completed by our Critical Design Review on February 8, 2021.
After this analysis is done, we will modify the design of members to reduce the overall weight of our
foundation. Once we have a foundation concept that is optimized for weight, we will begin the
manufacturing of parts. We plan to begin manufacturing by March 10, 2021, around the time of our
Manufacturing and Test Review. After manufacturing is completed, we will test our design, make the any
necessary modifications, and have our final design tested and ready by May 17, 2021, at the time of our
Design Verification Plan & Report.

6.0 Conclusions
Our team has completed a preliminary design of our turbine foundation that can be installed in a water tank
with a sandy bottom. The design will include a mud mat with support members coming from each corner
and one from the back center to support the tower. We will also include stakes to drive into the sand that
will secure the turbine foundation. We have discussed our process for developing ideas and refining them
into design alternatives and finally choosing a direction for our design. We have described each portion of
the design in detail and explained our reasoning behind our decision and justified the components of the
design we selected. Finally, we discussed the analyses and testing to come, the design work that still needs
to be done, and the plan we have for manufacturing our prototype.
We are requesting approval from CPWP to move forward with our proposed design direction and for
feedback regarding aspects that may be of concern if any. If approval is gained, we will engage in more
thorough analyses of our design and continue with the design of the components that are not yet determined.
We will then deliver a critical design review to describe our detailed design, manufacturing plan, plan for
testing our prototype, and ask approval to move forward to manufacturing.
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Abstract
This report provides justification and detail of the critical design choices for a model scale wind turbine
foundation for use in shallow-water, sandy bottom applications. Our task is to create a lightweight, rapidly
deployable foundation to be anchored in soft, wet sand to support the Cal Poly Wind Power club’s
competition turbine. The document includes updates to the project’s scope of work, a system design, design
justification, manufacturing plan, and design justification plan for our final verification prototype.
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1.0 Introduction
The Cal Poly Wind Power club (CPWP) is a student-led competition club at California Polytechnic State
University in San Luis Obispo, California (Cal Poly). They are competing in the Collegiate Wind
Competition (CWC) which includes a turbine prototype. CPWP requires a fixed-bottom, shallow-water
foundation for their competition turbine. This foundation system will be the sole support for the turbine
during operation in a wind tunnel and adhere to CWC regulations[1], including requirements for
deployability. Specifically, the foundation must fit within a 25cm-by-25cm area, and any anchoring may
extend no further than 15cm into the sand at the bottom of the water tank. The foundation must have the
ability to be deployed in 15 minutes, without any person touching the water, and must be removed in 5
minutes. Originally, the turbine was expected to see wind speeds of up to 22 m/s during operation.
The sections we will include are as follows:
2.0 System Design – Details all design choices and functions for the verification prototype.
3.0 Design Justification – Shows how our design meets updated scope of work specifications.
4.0 Manufacturing Plan – Explains manufacturing and assembly processes to produce our
verification prototype.
5.0 Design Verification Plan – Describes planned verification testing and resources required.
6.0 Conclusions – Summarization of CDR document and request for sponsor approval.
Since we established the scope of our work, we learned that Cal Poly Wind Power Club was selected as
“learn-along” team for this year's Collegiate Wind Competition. This means that the club will build a
competition-ready turbine and include all documentation in official competition reports. The team will still
be given engineering feedback on quality of design, analysis, and expected performance, but will not install
and test the turbine in the official wind tunnel and be scored alongside other competing teams in Texas.
This news allowed changes to our scope of work that will permit a more practical design than originally
anticipated.
Our goal is to provide a useful product to the Cal Poly Wind Power Club for in-house testing of this year’s
turbine and for future competitions. This means that it can support moderate windspeeds (5-12 m/s), is easy
to handle by users, and is cost-effective. After thorough analysis and optimization of these three parameters
(as shown in Sections 3, 4, and 5) The main parameter from our original scope of work that changed is the
modification of maximum expected wind speed the turbine will experience dropped from 22 m/s to 10 m/s.
Major design updates have resulted from this change of windspeed. The calculated required weight to
support the turbine at 22 m/s would have been 1,141 lbs (Section 3). By reducing the windspeed to 10 m/s,
we can build a much more manageable foundation weighing only 75 lbs to provide sufficient support.
Additionally, we decided to give users options when choosing foundation weight. To do this, we added
extra detachable foundation plates to allow users to increase or decrease the weight increments of 15 lbs.
to optimize the foundation’s weight while testing windspeeds 12 m/s and below. We also shortened the
stakes to keep total penetration depth into sand below 15 cm, as required by the CWC [1]. Finally, we added
a hole in the main foundation tube to route cabling. All of these design choices are described in detail in
Section 2.
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2.0 System Design
The rapidly deployable, lightweight, low-volume shallow water foundation is designed for specific use in
a sandy bottom environment. Before deployment, the sand at the bottom of the foundation basin will be
compacted with a weighted hand-tamper. Pre-packing the sand increases the capacity of the sand to support
our foundation substantially, and the success of the foundation is largely dependent on how effectively we
densify the sand.
A cable with connectors will run through the top of the foundation tower and out a hole in the bottom of
the foundation for the turbine’s diagnostic cable. The foundation is then installed vertically into the precompacted sand, carefully leveled, and then further tamped by hand to pack the sand around it to a final
density. Then the competition-provided stub is slid onto the foundation tower, the turbine is bolted to that,
and the entire stack up is placed into the wind tunnel. Below is Figure 2.1, a system diagram of the
foundation and its related components.

Figure 2.1. Foundation system diagram.
Figure 2.1 shows that as soon as wind is applied, there will be a thrust force generated by the rotor and a
drag load on the turbine tower, both parallel to the airflow. These forces will generate a moment at the base
of the foundation that will be counteracted by the self-weight of the foundation and turbine stack up, so that
the foundation does not tip more than 1 degree out of parallel with the airflow. This system was analyzed
extensively using aerodynamics, solid mechanics and geotechnical techniques as discussed and referenced
in our analysis, Section 3.

2.1 Design Description
Our foundation design accomplishes all its duties in form and function. From top to bottom, the foundation
is made to easily interface with existing components above it and sand below it. The main tower (PN110)
and support members (PN1120) above the sand are designed to distribute loading from the turbine
throughout the base plates with as little deflection within the steel as possible. The entire above-ground
structure is welded to the top base plate (PN1130). Beyond it, the below-ground structure begins. Below
the sand, stackable plates allow the foundation weight to be adjusted on the fly to account for higher
5

windspeeds, different future depth constraints, different soils, and even different turbines. We expect the
functional adjustability of this foundation weight to be one of the most valuable assets to foundation
requirement changes in future competitions. Drawing and part numbers referenced are recorded in the
intended bill of materials(iBOM) and drawing package, Appendix B. Below is the foundation’s overall
system design, shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. CAD model of the foundation assembly.
From Figure 2.2 you can see that below the stacked plates, detachable corner and T-stakes are screwed into
tapped holes in a final, bottom plate. These stakes are known as shear keys in geotechnical engineering,
and they prevent horizontal translation, improve frictional characteristics under the sand, and allow for
rapid vertical installation. Through all the modular plates run four long bolts to tie the foundation system
together for installation as a single unit.

2.2 Subsystem Design
Our shallow water foundation assembly (PN 1000) is broken up into three subsystems: the above-ground
structure (PN 1100), below-ground structure (PN 1200), and general components (PN 1300). Separate from
6

the foundation assembly is our required tooling for installation (PN 2000) [All part numbers recorded in
Appendix B, Subsystem Breakdown].

Figure 2.3 below shows the layout of the above-ground subsystem. Manufacturing processes for
the assembly of these components are detailed in Section 4.

Figure 2.3. Above-ground subsystem.
The above ground structure consists of a main foundation tower (PN 1110) welded to the top base plate.
Extra support members (PN 1120) are welded to the base plate (PN 1130) and tower for increased structural
support and load distribution. A hole in the side of the foundation tower allows wiring to be routed through
the turbine stack up and exit along the “seafloor.” The stub will slip over the unmodified top of the main
tower (shown below in Figure 2.3) during testing and competition use.

The below-ground subsystem is described below in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Below-ground subsystem.
The below-ground assembly will be a combination of a below ground base plate with threaded holes (PN
1210), additional stackable base plates (PN 1110), corner stakes (PN 1220), and T-stakes (PN 1230). The
stakes will be screwed into the bottom plate, and additional plates can be added between the bottom and
top plates as required. This system will interface directly with the sand and is the most critical system in
preventing failure by soil shear [2].

Lastly, the general subsystem is shown below in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Exploded view of foundation assembly.
The general subsystem encapsulates all threaded fasteners and coating required to assemble the final
verification product. All fasteners (PN 1311, 1312, 1313, 1314) were chosen based on common sizing and
functionality in their particular use cases. We chose to coat the foundation in a high durability, textured
clear coat (PN 1320) to increase friction with the sand and protect the foundation from long-term use and
abuse.
The final subsystem is our required tooling and installation procedure. Included in this system are a
tamper (PN 2010), a level (PN 2101), and leveling fixture (PN 2110). These are required components for
the project but are a separate system from the foundation assembly, as discussed in the iBOM (Appendix
B).

2.3 Cost Breakdown
The breakdown of the cost of the verification prototype can be seen in the iBOM in Appendix B. Table 2.1
below describes the cost of each subsystem. Notably, the Foundation Assembly (PN 1000), is the parent
assembly of the Above Ground System (PN 1100), Below Ground System (PN 1200), and General System
(PN 1300), and therefore is nothing more than the intentional combination of the mentioned systems. The
cost of the Foundation Assembly reflects this.

Table 2.1. Subsystem Cost Breakdown
Part
Number

Part Name

Cost

1000
1100
1200
1300

Foundation Assembly
Above Ground System
Below Ground System
General System

$ 591.28
$ 96.72
$ 464.13
$ 30.43
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2000

Tools and Installation
Total Cost

$ 99.25
$ 1281.81

The high cost of the below ground system is mostly due to the high cost of the steel plates used as weight
and a common attachment point for the entire system.
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3.0 Design Justification
This analysis section seeks to justify our design choices and includes our static and geotechnical analysis,
simulation, prototype tests, specifications, safety, maintenance and repair considerations, and customer
concerns.

3.1.1 Static Analysis
An aerodynamics analysis gave us two dominant wind forces that vary greatly with wind speed: rotor thrust
and drag force on the turbine tower.
We were provided one data point from the club’s aerodynamics team that was analyzed with the current
rotor design. At 22 m/s, they expected a rotor thrust of 98.5 N. Because rotor thrust has a square relationship
with windspeed [5], we were able to develop a curve fit that gave us a new thrust load for lower wind
speeds, shown below in the equation for Fthrust.
𝐹𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 0.2 ⋅ 𝑈 2
We were able to interpolate the expected thrust for slower wind speeds and located the force at the height
of the turbine hub. We determined the relationship between rotor thrust and wind speed to for a given rotor
to correspond to the following formula (derivation shown in Appendix A, verified by [5]).
Table 3.1 Expected rotor thrust from a constant windspeed of 10 m/s.
From Linear Fit DATA
U
10
m/s
T
20
N
Additional wind loading comes from the drag on the cylindrical turbine tower. This was calculated using
drag force on a cylinder in laminar cross flow at standard atmosphere and pressure with the following
formula from [5].
𝐹𝐷 = 0.5𝜌𝐶𝐷 𝑈𝑟2 𝐴𝑟
These horizontal thrust and drag forces create a substantial moment at the foundation base, one meter below
the hub height. This moment is primarily counteracted by the self-weight of the foundation and turbine
stack up. Relatively small frictional forces and pressure forces on the shear keys assist in resisting tipping
about the back edge, so the primary measure we can use in the small volume allotted is a high self-weight.
This makes keeping the foundation “lightweight” nearly impossible, but given the constraints of this
challenge, increasing surface area or penetration depth are not available options. The calculations for
required sel-weight can be found in Appendix A and can be visualized below in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Foundation statics diagram.
Figure 3.1 shows a simplified the static model to a flat plate sitting on a flat concrete pad. For the static
calculations appended, the stakes shown in the diagram can be ignored. The self-weight of the turbine acts
along the center of the turbine’s vertical axis, counteracting the moment about the back edge of the plate.
According to these calculations, preventing tipping at a windspeed of 10 m/s, we would need a foundation
weighing only 22 lbs. As outlined below in the geotechnical analysis, this static model was not robust
enough to finalize the foundation design.

3.1.2 Geotechnical Analysis
For our geotechnical analysis, we determined the effect of our loading conditions on the sand beneath our
structure to minimize the weight of the structure needed to maintain stability. Using the Marine Geological
Handbook as a reference, we discovered a set of comprehensive analyses required to design a foundation
with a configuration of flat plate and stakes [2]. The handbook suggested that we calculate the bearing
capacity of the sand beneath our foundation and compare this capacity to the bearing pressure induced by
the loads on our foundation [2]. If the capacity of the sand exceeded the pressure, or demand, then the
foundation would not tip.
The loading of our foundation is extreme for its small size. Large horizontal loads like this often require
foundations with much larger areas proportionally. The large moment applied creates a large eccentricity,
which is a metric of how large the applied moment is compared to the self-weight of the foundation. High
eccentricity creates a small effective area, A’, which describes how much of the foundation’s area, A = 625
cm2) is touching the sand. To combat this large eccentricity, we decided we needed more weight, a lower
center of gravity, embedded deeper in the sand than originally expected. As shown in Table 3.1, our final
effective area A’ = 174 cm2.
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The bearing capacity of the soil is dependent upon the engineering properties of the soil profile, the shape
and size of the foundation, the depth of embedment, the load direction, and the inclination of the ground
surface. We used equation 4.1 from the Marine Geological Handbook to calculate the bearing capacity of
the sand beneath our foundation as recommended for a shallow foundation in cohesionless soil [2].
𝑠

𝑄𝑢 = 𝐴′ (𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑞 + 𝑞ϒ ) + 𝑃𝐻𝑠 ( 𝑆𝑢𝑎 + ϒ𝑏 𝑧𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿)

4.1

𝑡

To use this equation, we acquired the values for our effective area, cohesion coefficient, friction coefficient,
and overburden coefficient to determine the first grouped term. We also defined the perimeter, side soil
contact height, undrained shear strength, soil sensitivity, buoyant unit weight of soil, average depth over
side soil contact zone, and effective friction angle [2]. The description and calculated values of these
variables are displayed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Variables used to calculate bearing capacity (Eqn. 4.1).
Variable

Definition

Value

Unit

A'

Effective area

0.0174

m^2

q

Cohesion bearing capacity stress

0

N/m^2

qq

Overburden bearing capacity stress

71297

N/m^2

qϒ

Friction bearing capacity stress

14660

N/m^2

P

Foundation perimeter

0.96

m

Hs

Side soil contact height

0.15

m

sua

Undrained shear strength

0

N/m^2

St

Soil sensitivity

1.00

-

ϒb

Buoyant unit weight of soil

9425

N/m^3

zavg

Average depth of stakes

0.020

m

delta

effective friction angle

0

deg

Qu

Bearing Capacity

85957

N/m^2

FS

Factor of Safety

1.05

-

In addition to finding the capacity of the soil beneath our foundation, we compared the bearing capacity to
the bearing pressure applied to the soil because of the loading conditions induced on our foundation as
explained in our static analysis in section 3.1.1. A schematic of the loading scenario is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Bearing pressure distribution across a flat plate
Figure 3.2 demonstrates the bearing pressure distribution across a flat plate under an applied moment and
normal force acting on the plate. To find this maximum bearing pressure induced on the soil from our
loading conditions, we used the equation 4.2 from the handbook [2].
𝐹𝑛

6𝑀

𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐵𝐿 + (𝐵2)𝐿

4.2

Our base and length are set at 24 cm, which maximizes our foundation plate area while still allowing for a
reasonable tolerance. The other variables used in equations 4.2 are defined in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2. Variables used to calculate bearing pressure (Eqn. 4.2).
Variable

Value

Unit

Fn

Definition
Normal bearing
load

412.0

N

M

Applied moment

22.26

N-m

B

Foundation width

0.132

m

L

Foundation length

0.132

m

qmax

Bearing pressure

81864

N/m^2

Using a solver function in Excel, we set the foundation weight as our variable and defined our factor of
safety to be 1.05, as recommended by Dr. Robb Moss, civil engineering professor who specializes in
geotechnical engineering at Cal Poly [3]. Our factor of safety has a narrow margin for error because it is
important to reduce the weight of our foundation as much as possible and having minimal conservatism
will help us reduce our final weight. Additionally, the consequences of failure are minimal because the
wind speeds gradually approach the design speed, so any failure that occurs during testing will be easily
identified and we’ll be able to safely reduce wind speed accordingly. In testing, we will be prepared to
reduce wind speed when the foundation loses stability, and ensure there are no hands, feet, or appendages
near the foundation during testing. The spreadsheet we developed to perform the calculations for the bearing
capacity, bearing pressure, and factor of safety is included in Appendix A.
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Lastly, to gauge the required foundation weight of our design needed at different wind speeds, we modified
the wind speed in our solver function and computed the foundation weight required. Table 3.3 contains
these values of foundation weight at each wind speed using a factor of safety of 1.05.

Table 3.3. Calculated foundation weight at different wind speeds with a factor of safety of 1.05
Wind speed [m/s]
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22

Foundation Weight [lbf]
31.11
42.00
56.65
75.13
97.87
125.55
159.24
1141.84

As you can see from Table 3.3, our current foundation design needs to weigh 75.13 lb. to withstand wind
speeds of 10 m/s. This weight only includes the weight of the foundation and does not include the weight
of the turbine. The complete list of assumptions made to complete this geotechnical analysis of bearing
capacity are listed Appendix A.

3.2 Simulations
To determine the stresses and deflections our design would see, we ran an FEA analysis of our system under
10 m/s wind speeds in SolidWorks. Only the above ground system was analyzed since the stakes will not
be seeing much loading. The dead weight of the turbine and foundation in conjunction with the friction
provided by the sand will absorb most of the shear load and the effect of the shear keys on bearing capacity
can be neglected. This represents the maximum wind speed we recommend that our foundation should see
during testing. The loads used for FEA can be seen in Table 3.4 below.

Table 3.4. Loading for FEA Simulation
FEA Loading
Dead Weight
Moment
Shear

75 N
20 Nm
25 N

These loads yielded the following results, described in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5. Results of FEA Simulation
Measurement

Value

Unit

Safety Factor

Stress
Deflection

13.6
0.025

MPa
mm

16
68
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4 below give visual representations of the results of the FEA. Note that the perceived
deflection in the images is exaggerated to make it clear where the largest deflections are occurring.

Figure 3.3. Stress Results from FEA

Figure 3.4. Displacement Results from FEA

3.3 Prototype Test
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The purpose for our prototype testing was to test the minimum weight of the foundation that would limit
deflection by a single degree and support the load. For our prototype testing, we decided to test a simulate
the moment created by our wind load and apply it to a 24cm-by-24cm square wood plate attached to a 23cm
tall PVC tube to act as our lever arm. We mounted stakes to the underside of our wood plate, packed the
sand using a tamper, and installed our foundation into the sand using a mallet. Next, to adjust the weight of
the foundation, we added exercise weights to the on top of the foundation. As a fish scale was not available
to apply a more accurate estimate of the force applied, we used our hands to apply an approximate force of
45N at a moment arm of 23 cm, simulating a moment of 10 Nm.
We learned that our load was able to withstand a gradual increase in force, but when the force was applied
abruptly, the foundation became unstable. This is an important observation to keep in mind for testing, as
we will make sure when we apply our force from the fish scale, that we increase increments of force slowly.
This is also most similar to the loading the turbine will experience in a competition-simulated environment,
as the wind speed gradually increases to the maximum.

3.4 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
Throughout our design, manufacturing, and assembly processes, safety has been of the utmost importance.
Our Turbine Foundation features many sharp components such as our below ground stakes and support
member edges, and it is crucial each team member performs maintenance and safety checks on the
foundation.
Foundation maintenance consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

Visually inspecting welds for fractures/failure points
Checking fasteners to ensure tight fits
Check for corrosion on foundation that could cause sharp edges
Deburring/scrubbing sharp edges and corroded regions and re-apply protective spray. This may
include soaking the foundation in a rust remover bath for an extended period.
Drying foundation each time it is removed from water

Regular maintenance and care should limit the risk of failures and design hazards. Our team has provided
a Failure Modes & Effects Analysis sheet (Appendix D) and Design Hazards Checklist (Appendix E) to
bring awareness to potential failure and hazards, and what actions we are taking to further the safety and
reliability of our foundation design, along with design repair considerations. While our goal is to produce
a fully functional shallow water wind turbine foundation, the goal is to do so with a safe design!

3.5 Customer Concerns
The primary concerns we have for our customer, the Cal Poly Wind Power Club, are whether the true
weight will hold up to a single degree of tipping. Although the bearing capacity calculation ensures that our
foundation will not tip over completely, we are unsure of the possibility that the foundation will deflect
when the wind load is applied. This will be addressed in our testing procedure to ensure that our foundation
deflects less than one degree during testing. Additionally, because the packing of the sand has a significant
impact on the bearing capacity, we will need to ensure that we have a successful packing procedure to attain
the highest feasible density. If a medium-high density cannot be met through packing, several assumptions
made in our bearing capacity analysis would be invalidated. The packing process is another procedure that
will be verified during testing.
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4.0 Manufacturing Plan
The manufacturing plan provides a step-by-step guide on how the Turbine Foundation will be manufactured
and assembled. Our final design utilizes materials that are purchased through specific vendors that we will
manufacture and modify, along with a few components have been 3D printed in-house. Our final assembly
will be broken into three categories: Above Ground components, Below Ground components, and General
components. The drawings for our final design are attached in Appendix B.
Note: Stock material in inches and feet, Turbine Foundation engineering drawings and components in
millimeters. Unless otherwise specified, part/hole dimensions in millimeters.

4.1 Material Procurement
Due to our design being strictly limited to ferrous metals, the raw materials for the Turbine Foundation
were purchased online through McMaster-Carr and locally from B&B Steel & Supply in Santa Maria, CA.
Fasteners and other general tooling and equipment will also be purchased through McMaster-Carr. The
Leveling Assembly components are 3D printed in-house.

4.2 Above Ground Components Manufacturing Procedure
The Above Ground components consist of the Foundation Plate, Support Members, and the Foundation
Tower. The Foundation Plate (and Below Ground Foundation Plates) will be manufactured from one 12” x
72” x 1/2" thick steel sheet, the Support Members from 1/2” x 1/2” x 0.065” thick rectangular steel tube (3’
long stock), and the Foundation Tower from 1 1/2” x 0.065” x 3’ round steel tube.
Step 1: The 12” x 72” steel sheet is cut into six 240mm x 240mm plates on the waterjet, and the holes for
the Foundation Plates (Figure 4.1) and Below Ground Foundation Plate (Figure 4.5) are cut during this
process undersized to be cleaned up and tapped-to-size later.
Step 2: The four 12mm holes are bored out by 12mm drill bit (drill press).
Step 3: Rectangular steel tube is cut via water jet into three 176.8mm length support beams.
Step 4: The three support beams are fixed on a 45° angled jig, and two 45° cuts are made at the ends of the
support beams.
Step 5: Fix support beams at 45° angle and cut 1.5” Diameter groove using hole saw into one end of the
support beams (Figure 4.2).
Step 6: Round steel tube is water jet to a length of 230mm to form the Foundation Tower.
Step 7: The Foundation Tower is welded to the Foundation Plate.
Step 8: The Support Beams are oriented and fixed via clamps and welded to both the Foundation Tower
and Plate.

Figure 4.1. Foundation Plate with 4x M12 holes
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Figure 4.2. Support Beam with 45° cuts and 1.5” diameter notch

4.3 Below Ground Components Manufacturing Procedure
The Below Ground Components consist of the Below Ground Foundation Plates, the Corner Stakes, and
the T-Stakes. The Corner Stakes and T-Stakes are manufactured from 24” x 48” x 0.060” steel sheet metal,
and the BG Foundation Plates have already been cut to appropriate size (see 4.2 Step 1 above).
Step 1: Water jet 24” x 48” sheet into four 120mm x 100mm plates (Corner Stakes), and two 121.50mm x
100mm plates (T-Stakes). Water jet a 85mm x 40mm plate and cut in half to create T-Stake Ribs. Corner
Stakes referenced in Figure 4.4 and T-Stakes in Figure 4.3.
Step 2: Water jet two 45° cuts onto each plate to create a point at the base of the plate. Water jet a notch
into the point of each Corner Stake plate (bending notch). Water jet a 45° cut into each T-Stake Rib plate.
Step 3: Water jet a 20mm notch in the top center of each Corner Stake (top bend notch)
Step 4: The top 21.50mm of each Corner Stake is bent to a 90° angle using a sheet metal brake, and then
each Corner Stake is bent in the center to 90° using the brake.
Step 5: The top 20mm of each T-Stake is bent to a 90° angle using the sheet metal brake.
Step 6: The T-Stake Ribs are spot welded to the T-Stake Faces.
Step 7: Water jet 4x M10 holes into all BG Foundation plates and bore out using M12 drill bit. Tap 24x
M6 x 12mm holes into bottommost BG Foundation Plate (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.3. T-Stake with cuts, bend, holes, and attached rib
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Figure 4.4. Corner Stake with all cuts, bends, and holes

Figure 4.5. Below Ground Foundation Plate with all necessary holes

4.4 Leveling Assembly Manufacturing and Assembly Procedure
The Leveling Assembly consists of the Leveling Bracket and Leveling Base. These components are 3D
printed in-house and their respective engineering drawings can be referenced in Appendix B. The bubble
level is laid between the Leveling Assembly and fixed together with three M3 x 0.8 10mm screws.

4.5 Turbine Foundation Assembly Procedure
Step 1: The four Corner Stakes are fastened to Below Ground (BG) Foundation Plate using sixteen M6 x
1 x12mm Button Head Hex Screws.
Step 2: The two T-Stakes are fastened to BG Foundation Plate using eight M6 x 1 x12mm Button Head
Hex screws.
Step 3: The entire Above Ground Assembly and Below Ground Assembly (including the three central BG
Foundation Plates) are fastened together using four M12x1.75 90mm Hex Head Screw and four M12x1.75
Hex Nuts. These components all come together to create the final assembly (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6. Full Assembly

5.0 Design Verification Plan
The design verification plan contains an overview of our test plan for our verification prototype. In this
section, we will discuss which specifications are validated, outline the facility and equipment needed, and
describe the data analysis for each of our test procedures. There are 12 specifications which we will verify
through testing and inspection. These will be conducted in three groups: pre-testing measurements,
installation/removal testing, and the deflection/load testing. A complete layout of our Design Verification
Plan can be found in Appendix H.

5.1 Pre-Testing Measurements
First, we will w Tie a knot around the foundation and using two fish scales, read off the dry weight of the
foundation. Then, we will verify the outer diameter of the foundation tower by inspection using a caliper
after applying a coating. Afterwards, we will measure the base and length of our foundation plates. We
will verify these dimensions for the base and length through inspection using a meter stick following
manufacturing. We will also verify our factor of safety of the structure for axial, shear, and moment
loading using SolidWorks. For foundation life cycle, we have produced countermeasures against fatigue
including low cycles, extremely low loading for the endurance limit of steel, and proper welding
techniques. Additionally, we plan to use coating to prevent corrosion of the steel.

5.2 Installation/Removal Testing
Before testing, we will orient our foundation vertically and measure the overall height of the foundation
with a meterstick. For installation testing, we will first set a timer and record the time it takes to install the
foundation, requiring only a stopwatch. Once installed, we will allow the water to settle and then measure
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the height above the water that our foundation lies using a ruler. This measurement will also allow us to
determine the height above water and the depth of the anchoring device using our first measurement of the
overall foundation height. Lastly, we will also record the time it takes to remove the installation. If any of
these parameters are not met, we will repeat this process over until each specification is met successfully.

5.3 Deflection/Load Testing
For deflection, we plan to use visual inspection of a bubble level during our load testing and will identify
deflection failure when the bubble level is off level. After installing the device, we will apply our simulated
moment load in increments of 2 N until maximum deflection is reached. At this point, we will record our
moment load at deflection failure, and repeat this procedure for three tests. The only equipment needed will
be the fish scale used to apply and measure the simulated moment load, and the bubble level used to
determine deflection. For our data analysis, we will calculate an uncertainty of the sample using the
uncertainty of the fish scale and bubble level.
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6.0 Conclusion
We are confident the critical design justification provided for this model scale wind turbine foundation is
sufficient for our team to proceed with manufacturing and testing of a final verification prototype. We
expect our design to be the most stable, lightweight, durable, adjustable, and rapidly deployable foundation
for the given design application. This document finalizes the project’s scope of work, system design,
justification, manufacturing plan, and testing plan for our final verification prototype. We are requesting
formal approval from Jeff Larson and the Cal Poly Wind Power Club to begin final manufacturing and
testing of the verification prototype.
Respectfully,
The Foundation Team

Team Member Signatures:

Date: _________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________

Sponsor Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _________________
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Appendix G: Geotechnical Analysis Assumptions
Assumptions made in the calculation of bearing capacity and pressure
1) Cohesionless soil
2) Drained condition
3) Medium dense soil (after packing)
4) Compacted loamy sand
5) Utilization strength (Suz) is equal to 0 for sand
6) Side soil contact height is equal to the total plate thickness
7) Depth of embedment is 15 cm
8) Smooth sided foundation
9) Negligible ground inclination
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1.0 Design Updates
There were no notable foundation design updates since Critical Design Review. The foundation and test
equipment were all manufactured and used as was outlined in the CDR.
The only overall design update was in our design and manufacturing of the test stub. Our group did not
have a manufacturing plan for the stub at CDR due to a project scope oversight, but we were able to rapidly
design and manufacture a functional stub with a machined piece of 1.55” steel pipe, some scrap steel plate
that we waterjet to shape and size, and 4 set screws. The design and manufactured stub are shown below in
Figures 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 1. Stub plate made from scrap steel plate for Mustang 60 waterjet.
The stub plate shown in Figure 1 was welded using a MIG machine at the Aero hangar at a 90° to the stub
tube, shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Stub tube made from 1.55” steel pipe.
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Figure 3. Final manufactured stub installed onto turbine foundation in sandy-bottom tank.
After final testing was completed, we determined that the final designs for foundation, stub, and test
equipment were all sufficient to be handed off to our sponsor in their present condition. We officially
delivered our project to sponsor Jeff Larson of Cal Poly Wind Power Club on Friday, May 27, 2022.
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2.0 Manufacturing
In this section of the report, we will discuss the procurement, manufacturing, and assembly of our
verification prototype.

2.1 Part and Material Procurement
Our final design is mostly comprised of modified metal stock. This made for a simple procurement process
with only a few vendors required. Our hardware, stock material, and installation tools were primarily
ordered from McMaster-Carr as seen in the Indented Bill of Materials in Appendix K, with our stock for
the foundation plates being purchased locally from B&B Steel and Supply in Santa Maria. The only other
required parts were 3D printed out of PLA with filament supplied by CPWP. A list of our expenses can be
seen in Appendix C. A summary of our budget and expenses can be seen below in Table 1.
Table 1. Budget summary table. [Appendix C]
Budget

$

2,000.00

Actual Expenses

$

733.72

Remaining Balance

$

1,266.28

Status

Under Budget

2.2 Manufacturing
We manufactured the foundation in 56 total human-hours over the course of 4 weeks. The manufacturing
process is detailed in the following sections.
The main manufactured components were the Foundation Plates, Corner Stakes, T-Stakes, Foundation
Tower, and Support Members. A 12” x 72” x 1/2" thick steel sheet from B&B Steel and Supply was used
to manufacture our Foundation Plates. As for our McMaster-Carr stock, a 1/2” x 1/2” x 0.065” thick
rectangular steel tube was used for the Support Members, a 1 1/2” x 0.065” x 3’ round steel tube was used
for the Foundation Tower, and 24” x 48” x 0.060” steel sheet metal was used to manufacture our Corner
Stakes and T-Stakes.
All our Foundation Plates and stakes were manufactured on the Mustang 60 waterjet. The foundation plates
were waterjet to size with all holes cut as through holes. All through holes were then bored out to their
specified dimensions with a drill press. Finally, the 24x M6 x 12mm holes on the bottommost plate were
hand-tapped to create mounting positions for the stakes. The final foundation plates are shown below in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Foundation plates after waterjet cutting, boring, and tapping threaded holes.
Next, we manufactured the Corner Stakes. The mounting tabs on the pre-cut sheet metal were folded to 90°
on a sheet metal break. Then the stake face was folded in half to another 90° angle to create the finished
Corner Stake part, shown below in Figure 5.

Figure 5. (Left) Corner Stake with mounting tabs and face bent to 90, (Right) Corner Stake with only the
mounting tabs bent to 90°,
Then, we manufactured the T-Stakes. Like the Corner Stakes, we first folded the mounting tabs to a 90°
angle relative to the stake face on the sheet metal break. We then folded the mounting tabs on the T-Stake
ribs. Finally, we spot welded the rib to the stake face to secure both components in a simple, permanent,
and robust connection. All T-Stake components are shown in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6. (Left) Unfolded T-Stake directly from waterjet cutting, (Right) Folded T-Stake with folded rib
spot welded to stake face.
The Support Members and Foundation Tower were both manufactured in the Cal Poly Aero Hangar. The
Support Members were fixtured and cut to length with two 45° angles using a steel cold saw. One side of
each member was then rounded on a tube grinder to ensure a smooth interface between the square Support
Members and the tubular Foundation Tower. The Foundation Tower was also cut to size on the steel cold
saw, and the wiring hole in the side of the tower was made using a center finder and a drill press, shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Foundation Tower(s) and spare Support Members with drawings after cutting, drilling, and
deburring processes.
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The Foundation Tower, Support Members, and topmost Foundation Plate were then welded together using
the Cal Poly Aero Hanger MIG welding station. Our team’s welding was performed by Andrew Walker
with assistance from Nico Nani.
The welding settings we used were 16.5 V with a 200 in/min wire speed. We began by using a 90˚ welding
magnet to ensure perpendicularity between the tower and plate and then tack welded the tower and plate
together. Once the tack welds were in place, we welded the tower to the plate in four 90˚ increments, only
pausing to reorient the magnets after each 90˚ weld.
After the tower was successfully welded to the plate, the next step was to weld the Support Members to the
tower and plate. The Support Members were positioned to maintain flush contact with the tower and plate,
and once visually inspected, a tack weld was made between the top of the member to the tower. This was
followed by a tack weld between the bottom of the member and the plate, and this process was repeated
another three times. After the initial tack welds, the member was fully welded to the Foundation Tower and
Foundation Plate, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Foundation Tower being MIG welded to topmost Foundation Plate.
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Figure 9. Welded Foundation Tower and Support Members from final manufacturing steps.
Once all components were manufactured, we proceeded to the assembly process.

2.3 Assembly
Assembly of the entire foundation was very straightforward. Because there are no moving parts during
operation, assembling the structure on a bench in its static configuration took only a few minutes. This
was built into the design of the foundation from its conception. Simplicity in assembly and modularity
make the foundation durable, reliable, and flexible in meeting a range of windspeeds. We began by
assembling our nominal configuration with 2 plates and re-assembled each configuration by adding one
more plate up until our maximum weight of 6 plates.
The first step of assembly was laying all parts out on the workbench. We began by positioning the tapped,
bottom plate face down on the workbench. We tested each tapped hole for ease of threading with the
specified M6 screws. We then positioned the Corner Stakes on each of the four corners with mounting
tabs down. Next, we attached each of the four stakes by screwing them down hand-tight into the tapped
bottom plate with a 4mm T-handle hex key. Finally, we arranged the T-Stakes mounting positions facedown and screwed them into the bottom-plate in the same way, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. (Left) Attaching the stakes to the bottom foundation plate, (Right) assembled foundation in its
two-plate configuration.
The final step of assembly is done by the end user. We tested this by selecting a desired final weight and
stacking the associated number of weight-plates between the specialty top and bottom plates. For our
nominal configuration, we chose a weight of 35 lbs, with three total plates. The bottom plate, top plate
with welded tower, and one additional weight plate are bolted together through four through holes equally
spaced around the foundation tower, shown in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11. Bolting together the foundation in a 3-plate configuration.
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We encountered two small hang-ups during assembly that were quickly corrected and are highlighted in
the challenges section that follows.

2.4 Challenges
In this section, we will highlight any challenges or lessons learned in the manufacturing process.
One of the challenges we came across was the hole alignment of a Corner Stake. In our first assembly
attempt, we were unable to insert all four fasteners of the Corner Stake into the bottommost plate of our
assembly. This misalignment of the holes in the stakes was due to slight inaccuracy of the folds created
using the sheet metal brake. Out of our six stakes, only one had this issue following the fold process. As a
result, we could only insert two out of four bolts in this stake, as seen in Figure 12. We were able to produce
another stake using spare material, and another attempt of the manufacturing process outlined for the stake.

Figure 12. Hole misalignment in one of the Corner Stakes due to fold inaccuracy
Another high-risk process was the welding procedure, specifically due to the welding of parts of thin steel
of different thicknesses. To prevent burning through the thin materials, we applied most of the heat to the
plate due to its greater thickness relative to the tube and support members. We also used tac welding to
weld thin foundation tube to thin support member tube This process required practice to improve the welds.
A final issue that came up was the alignment of the four large connecting bolt holes between the foundation
plates. We noticed this during our final assembly, when we struggled to align the sixth plate together with
the rest to fasten them together with bolts. We isolated the issue to be caused by the sixth plate, as we could
visually detect its misalignment with the holes of the other plates. These holes were water jetted, so we
account this error to be due to slight inaccuracy of the water jet. As a result, this plate has been allocated as
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a spare part, and if necessary, the holes on this plate can be drilled out to a larger diameter than their nominal
size to mesh with the rest of the assembly.
From these challenges, we learned that the shear metal brake is not the most accurate tool for folding metal,
and that it is helpful to have spare parts if there is an error during the manufacturing process. We also
learned that the water jet is a great time-saving resource for manufacturing processes, though it can produce
slight inaccuracies. We also acknowledged that the best way to perform strong welds was to have sufficient
practice to feel comfortable making the final welds, and to adjust the weld settings with scrap metal before
joining the final part. Our completed foundation was presented to CPWC and tested according to the
procedures in the following sections.
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3.0 Design Verification
In this section we will outline our specifications and describe the testing procedure and results for each
specification. We will also reflect on the challenges and what we learned from them throughout our design
verification process.

3.1 Specification
In this section we will explain the specifications we set out to meet for our design. Most of our specifications
were developed from CWC and CPWP requirements. In Table 2, we included each of our specifications.
Table 2. DVPR Specifications.
Test #

Specification

Measurements

Acceptance
Criteria

1

Foundation
Weight

Weight

Unspecified

Outer Diameter

2
3
4
5

Diameter of
Outer Tubing
Max
Projected
Square Area
Installation
Time
Depth of
Anchoring
Device

Numerical
Results
56.87 lbf (3 Plate
Configuration)

Date
Completed

1.5 ± 0.015

1.51 in

4/29/2022

Base, Length

< 25 cm

24.53 cm

4/29/2022

Time

15 min. MAX

13 min 12 sec

5/6/2022

Length

< 15 cm

12.5 cm

4/29/2022

4/29/2022

6

Height Above
Water

Height

< 3 cm

Between 9.3712.37 cm above
top of water

5/6/2022

7

Deflection in
Sand

Force

22 m/s Equivalent
Moment

MAX 1°
Deflection (from
0° level)

5/17/2022

8

Removal Time

Time

5 min. MAX

~ 2 min *

5/6/2022

9

Axial Stress,
Shear Stress,
Moment
Loading (F.O.S
for
Foundation)

Inspect for signs
of failure,
inspect
deflection on
bubble level

No indication of
failure, and
deflection of less
than 1/2 degree

No noticeable
deflection (0°
level reading).
No indication of
failure

4/29/2022

Packing
Density

Volume of sandwater before
and after
packing, Density
% Difference

Any reduction in
sand-water volume
following packing

4.45% (Density %
Difference),
90.22 lbf/ft^3
(Density)

4/29/2022

10

Height Above Water1: Testing notes for this specification can be found in the DVP&R.
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**The Removal Time numerical result was tested informally. Upon initial testing, we discovered the
Removal Time to be far quicker than 5 minutes and decided to prioritize testing our critical Specifications.

3.2 Testing Procedures
In the next section, we will go over whether we met each of our specifications, and we will describe our
testing procedures including pictures. All our testing was conducted at Bonderson Innovation Center. For
more in-depth descriptions of our design verification procedure, please reference the DVP&R (Appendix
A) and our test procedures (Appendix B).
3.2.1 Foundation Weight
Our first specification test was the dry weight of the foundation. Using a spring scale, we recorded the
weight of the individual components of our assembly, and then summed these weights to get values for the
total foundation weight. These values are displayed in Table 3. The individual weights of our components
can be referenced in the Testing Procedures in Appendix B.
Table 3. Foundation Weights from digital hanging fish scale.
# of Plates

Plate(s)

Measured
Weight (g)

Weight
(lbf)

Total
Foundation
Weight

1
2
3
4

13675
19655
25795
31775

30.15
43.33
56.87
70.05

5

37755

83.24

3.2.2 Diameter of Outer Tubing
Another specification we needed was the outer diameter of our foundation tubing. Using a dial caliper, we
measured our diameter to be within our specified tolerance of 1.5 ± 0.015 inches. For testing values, refer
to our test procedures in Appendix B.
3.2.3 Maximum Projected Square Area
For our maximum projected square area, we needed our foundation to be less than 25cm for both the length
and width of the base. We measured our width and our base using a meter stick, and found that both sides
passed, measuring less than 25cm (24.53 cm). A full summary of this test procedure and our results can be
found in Appendix B.
3.2.4 Installation Time
Another specification was to install our foundation and turbine in less than 15 minutes. Due to an
unavailability of the electrical equipment from CPWP, we were unable to perform an installation procedure
including a powered wire connection from the turbine to the foundation. However, we were still able to
install the foundation and stub (<10 min installation time), but due to the wiring issue we could not record
a time for a full installation which includes the CPWP turbine. Our team is confident that routing wire and
installing the turbine would be a 4-minute job. With a full installation estimate time of 13 minutes and 12
seconds, this leaves more than enough time to install all components under the 15-minute installation
criteria. Our installation data can be found below in Table 4:
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Table 4. Foundation Installation Times including Height Above Water.

Trial

Installation
Height above
Time (Item 4) water (Item 6)
[min]
[cm]

1

8 min, 25 sec

9.21

2

9 min, 12 sec

9.525

3

6 min, 10 sec

9.525

4

5 min, 30 sec

10.16

3.2.5 Depth of Foundation
The penetration depth of our foundation into the sand needs to be less than 15cm from the top of the sand.
This was a requirement directly from the Collegiate Wind Competition. Because our top foundation plate
was always above the sand level after installation, the max depth of our foundation was 12.5 cm.
3.2.6 Height Above Water
Another requirement of our installation was that the top of the foundation should be between 0-3 cm of the
top of the competition tank. While a competition tank was unavailable, we used the expected geometry of
the competition tank to determine an equivalent height from the water level of our testing tank to the top of
our foundation. The measurement from the top of the water level to the top of our foundation needed to be
between 9.37 and 12.37cm. While our initial attempt failed to meet the height above water requirement, we
adjusted our installation procedure and passed the three subsequent tests (see Table 4 above). As we gained
more practice with the installation procedure, our installation times kept improving. The results of this test
can be found in Appendix B.
3.2.7 Deflection in Sand
Testing the deflection of our foundation was the most critical test procedure conducted, so we included an
uncertainty analysis for the measurements conducted. This procedure was necessary to identify the
maximum wind speed magnitude at which our foundation configurations will deflect by less than 1 degree.
The measured value was the force applied at which our foundation deflected by 0.8 degree (with a bilateral
tolerance of 0.2 degrees). This force, applied with a moment arm of 30cm at the top of the stub, was used
to calculate the effective moment that our foundation can withstand before tipping. In our prior analysis,
we determined the moment at different wind speeds, so we were able to compare this to the effective
moment from this deflection testing.
The process for a single deflection test included a full installation procedure (tamping, leveling, and stub
installation) for each test. After the foundation was installed, we placed a level on top of the stub and
attached a fish-scale to the top of the stub which was located 30cm from the top of the sand. Then, one team
member pulled on the scale horizontally with gradual increasing force, as another team member kept an
eye on the level placed on top of the stub. Once deflection of 0.8 degrees (read visually using the graduations
on the level) was reached, we recorded the value of the force applied. We repeated this test procedure 5
times for each of our 5 weight configurations. This data is in Table 5.
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Table 5. Deflection in Sand Data

Trial

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Processed Data
Number Failure
Maximum Angle
of Plates Thrust
Np
TF
φF
[#]
[ ±0.5 N]
[ ±0.2 °]

2

3

4

5

23.2
45.2
25.7
26.7
42.0
77.1
25.7
27.7
31.8
20.6
67.1
57.7
57.7
67.1
67.1
68.7
35.9
41.0
67.1

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

Using this data, we wanted to determine the effective wind speed that our foundation could withstand at
each plate configuration. To do so, we multiplied the measured force by the lever arm length of 30cm to
find the total moment. Then, we used a correlation to find the thrust force corresponding to the total
moment.
We also decided to perform an uncertainty analysis of our deflection testing, as this was the most crucial
measure from our testing procedures. The analysis consisted of determining the measurement, calibration,
and statistical uncertainty of our pull force and the measurement uncertainty of the lever arm. Those were
then combined using root-sum-square and partial derivative propagation to find the equivalent uncertainty
of our rotor thrust. The result was run through our wind speed to thrust correlation to determine the
sensitivity of that model to find the final nominal values and uncertainties for allowable wind speeds. The
results of this analysis can be found in Table 6 below. A full breakdown of our uncertainty analysis can be
found in Appendix C.
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Table 6. Results of Uncertainty Analysis on Pull Testing Data
#
Plates
2
3
4
5

Allowable Wind
Speed [ m/s ]
+ 1.1
27.5
- 1.1
+ 1.2
28.7
- 1.3
+ 0.8
30.1
- 0.9
+ 1.2
33.2
- 1.3

This is the testing data and analysis that we base our recommendations on for maximum wind speeds at
each foundation weight. Those recommendations can be found in the recommendations section of this
report.
3.2.8 Removal Time
The Collegiate Wind Competition allows 5 minutes to remove our foundation from the test tank. Testing
showed that the foundation only took around 15 seconds to remove. The rules were unclear on whether this
removal time includes the removal of the wind turbine and stub, so we timed the removal of those
components as well. All required removal steps added up to 2 minutes and 15 seconds, far less than the
allotted 5 minutes. This was determined not to be an area of concern for our foundation.
3.2.9 Axial Stress, Shear Stress, & Moment Loading (F.O.S for Foundation)
We tested our welds by clamping the foundation to a sturdy table and pulling on it with a fish scale with as
much force as possible by hand. We applied a 75lb force at top of the tower and saw no sign of structure
deflection, bending, fatigue, or failure. From this, we determined that the foundation was structurally fit for
all other testing.
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Table 7. Angular Deflection Testing
Test Number

Horizontal Force
[lbf]

Angular Deflection
[°]

Pass/Fail?

1

56.2

0

PASS

2

57.9

0

PASS

3

62.3

0

PASS

4

59.1

0

PASS

5

59.4

0

PASS

6

65.8

0

PASS

7

66.1

0

PASS

8

62.0

0

PASS

9

60.7

0

PASS

10

67.3

0

PASS

3.2.10 Packing Density
Our final test was to determine the packing density of wet sand before and after tamping to verify our
geotechnical analysis. We measured the sand height before and after applying 20 vertical packing strokes
with a 10”x10” square tamper and determined our tamping to increase the density about 5%, from 86.2
lb/ft3 to 90.2 lb/ft3. An image of the packing test is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Sand packing density testing using a tamper
This test was used to check our wet sand density assumption of 60 lb/ft3 which turned out to be overly
conservative. After updating our geotechnical analysis with a new density value, we noticed that it only
would have increased our expected windspeed by an average of 1.5 m/s. This change still gives us a
conservative geotechnical analysis, showing that our model has safety factors and assumptions built into it
elsewhere. Our packing density test analysis and results can be found below in Table 9.
Table 8. Sand and Water Mixture Packing Density Analysis

Sand and Water
Mixture

Before Packing
Density
(lbf/ft^3)
86.201

After Packing
Density (lbf/ft^3) Density Increase (%)
90.224
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4.46

3.3 Challenges
No design can be verified without testing, and no first-time tests are free of challenges. Our biggest
challenges came from material procurement, inconsistent and time-intensive testing, and unexpected delays
that were out of our control. Our team encountered at least a dozen challenges during testing that are
addressed in the following section.
One early challenge in testing was finding a way to move sand and dig a well for our foundation to be
buried in. Once the tank was filled with sand and water, it was impossible to see anything, as seen in Figure
14. After some reaching into the tank, we realized that sand was falling immediately back into the hole as
it was being dug out. This was a product of our tank, which was explicitly recommended by the competition,
being too tall and narrow, compared to the wider competition tank that permitted digging of a deeper, wider
hole underwater. Because we were not able to bury our foundation as deeply as competition would have
allowed, we needed extra weight to compensate for our loss of bearing pressure.

Figure 14. Murky water in a tall, narrow made well-digging particularly challenging.
Our early testing had a few significant challenges. First, we did not procure materials for a stub (turbineto-foundation adapter) early enough in the manufacturing process. We attempted to conduct early testing
without the stub by using our phone levels and a scrap piece of steel rod as a lever arm. The rod did not fit
snugly into the foundation or around the fish scale hook, so we had difficulty getting consistent pull force
values, rod angle and vertical location, and pull force vertical location Figure 15. On top of that, we used a
cheap mechanical fish scale with no rated uncertainty or calibration information and got inconsistent results.
We later re-tested with the stub and a digital fish scale that better represented our foundation’s performance,
however each test run was very time intensive. We spent 5-10 minutes configuring the foundation with the
correct number of plates, and then another 5-10 minutes installing the foundation and conducting each pull
test, meaning that each data point was a substantial time investment, and limiting our ability to collect
statistically robust data.
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Figure 15. Initial pull testing was done with a low-quality fish scale and no stub, leading to inconsistent
results and another full day of re-testing.
One of our installation procedures involved tamping the top of our foundation to reach the desired depth
and increase the density of the sand. After a few attempts of tamping directly to our foundation tube, we
noticed this process was damaging our foundation. So, we decided to find a material that could transfer the
force from our tamper to the foundation without damaging the foundation. We first experimented with
wood, which was too brittle, so the tamping force fractured the wood after only several procedures. Next,
we tried a hockey puck, which effectively transferred force from the tamper to our foundation, did not
damage the foundation, and retained its structural integrity throughout our installation process.
We encountered some challenges when interfacing our project with the Cal Poly Wind Power Club’s
Turbine. By the end of spring quarter, their electrical team still had not completed a waterproof wiring
harness for final testing. This was not prioritized earlier in the club because their testing apparatus (a large
fan) was stolen from Bonderson and not re-located until week 9, adding a substantial delay to their prestack-up testing. Both issues meant that our final test with the foundation, stub, and turbine stacked up could
not be completed by the end of the quarter. This was deemed acceptable, as the results from our deflection
testing were sufficient to verify that the turbine would be supported by our final design.
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4.0 Discussion and Recommendations
In this section, we provide the insights we gained on our design throughout the year and make
recommendations for future improvement of the foundation.

4.1 Insights
Throughout the development of our foundation, we learned that the geotechnical analysis made up most of
the project’s analysis, and that it would have been beneficial to develop more background research on the
geotechnical analysis before our design choice was selected. We learned about many factors that contribute
to a successful foundation design through our geotechnical analysis (side soil contact height, soil density,
etc.), so it would have been helpful to perform this analysis earlier to accelerate the development of our
design. Paradoxically, it would have been difficult to perform any analysis at all without knowing at least
the rough shape and size of the buried portion of the foundation.
Additionally, it would have been helpful to determine a more accurate calculation of the loading conditions
earlier on in the process instead of relying on slightly outdated numbers from the Cal Poly Wind Power
Club. This would have given us a better idea of the minimum foundation weight that was needed for our
design early on when doing statics and geotechnical analysis.
Finally, we found it is critical to determine the properties of the competition sand. It would have been
beneficial to learn about those properties, and experiment with the behavior of alternative designs in the
sand using structural prototypes. Additionally, sand experimentation would have given us a more complete
understanding of our limitations for installation including digging/moving sand around within a tank and
burying structures in sand.

4.2 Recommendations
Based on the insights we have gathered throughout the year, we have included a series of
recommendations for our design, manufacturing, and use of our foundation.
4.2.1 Design Changes
Our team would make a few minor changes if we were to design the foundation again. The updates we
recommend are would be changes to selected stock materials, stake design, plate design, and overall
foundation shape.
Our first recommendation would be to change the overall shape of the foundation by placing the center of
mass even lower than originally planned. After some initial testing with dry sand, we did not expect to
easily be able to dig a hole, pack the sand, and then insert the foundation at a depth of more than a few
centimeters, all while completely blind to what was going on below the water due to a lack of water clarity.
After installing our final foundation many times, we noticed that digging the hole, tamping the sand, and
then burying the foundation under a layer of sand was not only possible, but would provide significant
advantages in increasing overall suction on the foundation by the sand. We recommend placing the weight
and area of the foundation deeper into the sand, with shorter stakes to stay within the penetration depth
constraints imposed by the competition.
The next suggestion would be to increase the wall thickness of the main foundation tower and support
members. This would provide a few noticeable benefits. The top tube and support members would all be
more robust and impact resistant. This would also increase the nominal weight slightly, which would be
accounted for by reducing the nominal weight with thinner plates (discussed in the following section).
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Thicker walled tubing for the foundation tower would also allow for more substantial welds, increasing the
durability and manufacturability of the foundation without adding more than a few pounds.
Our next recommendation is to change the individual plate design slightly. We suggest making the top and
bottom plates in the nominal configuration slimmer so that the minimum weight it even lighter than our
final foundation. We also recommend boring out the holes on the extra plates to a larger diameter to allow
for easier installation of the plate-to-plate connection bolts, as installation currently requires a dead-blow
mallet and careful alignment. Both these modifications would make the foundation more flexible in a
variety of windspeeds, lightweight, and easier to configure to different weights.
Our final recommendation would be a redesign of the stakes. First, we would increase the surface area on
the stakes to try to capture more of the suction phenomenon that we encountered during testing. Larger
stakes would require some repositioning of the tapped holes, which would not be a difficult change for
future redesigns. We also encountered issues with mounting tab alignment on the corner stakes and suggest
that making the mounting tabs larger while increasing the size of the mounting holes would make the stakes
overall much easier to attach and adjust at will.
To best meet our sponsor’s needs, the only foundation update we would suggest would be to reduce the
thickness of the top and bottom plates in nominal configuration. This would give us a lower nominal weight
while sufficiently supporting the turbine and maintaining our modular design for even higher windspeeds
than 22 m/s. We expect this update to improve our score and performance in a competition setting. Without
this update, however, the foundation is still ready for installation and operation by our sponsor.
4.2.2 Manufacturing Changes
If we had to build the foundation again, there would be no major changes to our manufacturing processes.
We utilized the most efficient processes for manufacturing one-off parts in most cases, and we had no major
delays in manufacturing. Most of our parts were waterjet at the Mustang ’60 machine shop, with the rest
being lightly machined and/or welded at the hangar. In all cases, our design proved easy to manufacture
and we suggest it is done similarly if the foundation is to be manufactured again.
We do not expect this project to be manufactured at scale, and our team does not have any suggestions for
manufacturing updates to make the project scalable.
4.2.3 User Recommendations
Lastly, we will go over the recommendations we have for the installation and use of our foundation. Most
importantly, it is crucial to exercise caution when handling/installing/transporting the foundation. Because
the foundation is heavy and has sharp edges, it has the potential to cause serious bodily harm if dropped or
misused. To install the foundation, there are a sequence of steps and preparation that are required to
successfully install the foundation for operation. For a complete reference of the installation process, refer
to the User Manual provided in Appendix E. We want to emphasize that prior to installation of the
foundation in a competition setting, it is important to practice the installation procedure, and have an
updated knowledge of the competition rules. While our design meets the requirements specified by the 2022
Collegiate Wind Competition, future changes to the competition rules could render our foundation unfit for
the competition. Hence, detailed reading of the competition rules is recommended for future foundation
users.
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5.0 Conclusion
Our Shallow-Water Wind Turbine Foundation senior project team in tandem with Cal Poly Wind Power
Club and in preparation for the Collegiate Wind Competition has handed off our final project to our sponsor,
Jeff Larson, of the CPWP Club. This included a foundation, a stub, user manual, test equipment, and all
excess materials for the club’s future use.
We were not able to accomplish our reach goal of testing the foundation with the club’s turbine on top of it
in a wind tunnel. We are confident that the testing we completed proves the foundation’s functionality
beyond expected design conditions, and even without final stack-up testing, we feel that this is not a loss
worth wallowing in.
Another disappointment was that we did not achieve a subjectively “lightweight” foundation. If we had
conducted further testing on wet sand earlier in the design process, and iterated on a variety of foundation
shapes, sizes, and burial depths, we expect that we would have been able to design a foundation that
weighed less while more closely meeting our load requirements at a factor of safety of 1.05, compared to
our tested FOS of 1.5.
In a period of nine months, we were able to define a never-before-attempted problem, select and analyze
our best solution, design for simple manufacturing, produce a foundation in only a few weeks, and test it
far beyond design conditions. We are proud and excited to be passing along a functional, useful foundation
to the club alongside the tooling required for installation, a user manual, and test data proving the design’s
functionality. We look forward to seeing our design in use by CPWP Club for years to come.
Respectfully,
The Foundation Team

Team Member Signatures:

Date: _6/3/2022__

Sponsor Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _________________
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Appendix A: DVP&R
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Appendix B. Test Procedures
Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 1: Weight Measurement
Purpose: To measure the dry weight of the turbine foundation
Scope: To ensure consistency with predicted foundation weight through CAD
Equipment:
−
−

2x Fish Scales
Turbine foundation

Hazards:
-

Crushing/severing toes by accidentally dropping foundation

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed-toed shoes
Gloves for foundation assembler

Facility:
-

Any level, uncrowded open space
Proposed location is a level place in the engineering courtyard

Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1) Ensure the foundation is dry, and attach the fish scales to the foundation
2) Raise the foundation off the ground
3) Read and record the weight
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Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Results: Weight measurement
# of Plates
Top
Bottom
Single Plate
Big bolts + nut
Little bolts +
nut
Bucket
Stub
Turbine
Total
Foundation
Weight

Plate(s)

Measured
Weight (g)
6745
6680
5980
410
250
2770
1770
6110
13675
19655
25795
31775
37755

1
2
3
4
5

Performed By: F32 – Shallow Water Turbine Foundation Team
James Cusanelli, Zach Dunkelberger, Nico Nani, Andrew Walker
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Weight
(lbf)
14.87
14.73
13.18
0.90
0.55
6.11
3.91
13.46
30.15
43.33
56.87
70.05
83.24

Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 2: Diameter of Outer Tubing
Purpose: To measure the diameter of Outer Tubing of foundation tower.
Scope: To ensure proper turbine stub installment and removal.
Equipment: Dial Caliper
Hazards: No new hazards presented by this test.
PPE Requirements: N/A
Facility: N/A
Procedure:
1) Inspect foundation tower surface to ensure that there are no substantial irregularities (dents,
bends, debris, poor paint coverage, sharp edges) above the welded support members where the
stub will be mounted.
2) Use a sufficiently sized digital caliper to measure the outside diameter of the foundation tower.
3) Repeat step (2) for a total of ten measurements, rotating the tower between
Results:
1.512 in MAX
-

Pass Criteria
All measurements are all within tolerance of 1.5 ± 0.015.”
Fail Criteria
o Any measurements are outside of tolerance (1.5 ± 0.015”).
Samples
o We will take 10 samples for tower outside diameter to ensure the stub can be installed
and uninstalled smoothly during turbine testing.
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Data Collected:
Measurement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Value
1.506
1.508
1.509
1.508
1.509
1.512
1.511
1.509
1.510
1.508

Units
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]
[in]

Test Date: April 19, 2022

Performed By: Zach Dunkelberger

Pass/Fail? PASS

Test Personnel Signature:______________________________
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 3: Maximum Projected Square Area
Purpose: To measure the maximum length and width of all six foundation plates.
Scope: To ensure that the outside perimeter falls within maximum regulation size.
Equipment: Measuring tape/meter stick
Hazards:
-

Drop hazard for heavy foundation plates
Laceration by sharp corners/edges

PPE Requirements: Closed-toed shoes
Facility: N/A
Procedure: (This test may be conducted with plates that are assembled on the foundation)
1. Inspect all six (6) foundation tower plates to ensure that there are no obvious irregularities
(dents, bends, debris, poor paint coverage, sharp edges) and use a square to ensure they meet
drawing specifications (PN 1130 & 1210).
2. Use a measuring tape or meter stick to measure the distance between pairs of parallel outside
edges of each foundation plate.
3. Take 4 measurements per plate. These should be 2 evenly spaced measurements per pair of
outside edges, for a total of four measurements.
4. Repeat this test for each of the six plates and record data below.
Results:
-

Pass Criteria
All measurements are all within tolerance of L < 25 cm.
Fail Criteria
o Any measurement is outside of tolerance (L < 25 cm).
Samples
o We will take 4 samples per plate, 2 for each pair of sides.
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Test Results:
Plate Number

Edges 1,3

Edges 1,3

Edges 2,4

Edges 2,4

Units

1

24.45

24.45

24.45

24.53

[cm]

2

24.45

24.45

24.45

24.45

[cm]

3

24.45

24.45

24.45

24.53

[cm]

4

24.53

24.53

24.45

24.53

[cm]

5

24.45

24.53

24.45

24.53

[cm]

6

24.45

24.53

24.53

24.53

[cm]

Test Date: April 19, 2022

Pass/Fail: PASS

Performed By: Zach Dunkelberger

Test Engineer Signature:______________________________
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 4: Installation time
Purpose: To measure time it takes to install the foundation into the sand
Scope: To ensure the installation process meets competition guidelines
Equipment:
−
−

Tamper
Turbine foundation

Hazards:
-

Crushing/severing toes by accidentally dropping foundation
Getting sand in the eyes

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toed shoes
Safety glasses

Facility:
-

Any level, uncrowded open space
Proposed location is a level place in the engineering courtyard

Procedure:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Start the timer
Using a tamper, pack the sand sufficiently
By force from hands, insert the foundation into the sand, gripping the tube of the foundation
Using a mallet, hammer the foundation in as necessary
Use a level to check the perpendicularity of the foundation, adjust as necessary
Stop the timer

Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Results:
-

Pass Criteria
o Installation process is less than 15 minutes, and the foundation is level
Fail Criteria
o Installation process takes more than 15 minutes, or the foundation is not level
Samples
o We will take 20 samples for installation time
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Installation and Removal Data

Trial
1
2
3
4

Installation Time
(Item 4)
[min]
8 min, 25 sec
9 min, 12 sec
6 min, 10 sec
5 min, 30 sec

Depth
(Item 5)
[cm]
-

Performed By: F32 – Shallow Water Turbine Foundation Team
James Cusanelli, Zach Dunkelberger, Nico Nani, Andrew Walker
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Height above
water (Item 6)
[cm]
9.21
9.525
9.525
10.16

Removal Time
(Item 8)
[min]
-

Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 5: Depth of Foundation
Purpose: To measure depth of the foundation installed into the sand
Scope:
Equipment:
−
−

Measuring tape
Turbine foundation

Hazards:
-

Crushing/severing toes by accidentally dropping foundation
Crushing fingers with dead blow or tamper
Debris (sand, water, paint chips) entering eyes

PPE Requirements:
-

Safety glasses
Closed toed shoes
Gloves for foundation assembler

Facility:
-

Any level, uncrowded open space
Proposed location is a level place in the engineering courtyard

Procedure:
1) Install Foundation
2) Use a measuring tape to measure from the top of the tower to the sand level
3) Subtract the measurement from the overall foundation height to get the depth
Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Results (see Test Item 4 for data table):
-

Pass Criteria
o Foundation does not embed more than 15 cm into the sand
Fail Criteria
o Foundation embeds more than 15 cm into the sand
Samples
o We will take 20 samples for foundation depth, which will each be measured during
every trial.

Performed By: F32 – Shallow Water Turbine Foundation Team
James Cusanelli, Zach Dunkelberger, Nico Nani, Andrew Walker
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 6: Height above water
Purpose: To measure height above the water of the top of the foundation
Scope: To ensure that the foundation adheres to the post-installation competition guidelines,
Equipment:
−
−

Measuring tape
Turbine foundation

Hazards:
-

Crushing/severing toes by accidentally dropping foundation

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toed shoes

Facility:
-

Any level, uncrowded open space
Proposed location is a level place in the engineering courtyard

Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1) Install Foundation
2) Use a measuring tape to measure from the top of the tower to the water level
Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Results (see Test Item 4 for data table):
-

Pass Criteria
o Foundation does protrude more than 3cm from the water level
Fail Criteria
o Foundation protrudes more than 3 cm from the water level
Samples
o We will take 20 samples for height above water, which will each be measured during
every trial.

Performed By: F32 – Shallow Water Turbine Foundation Team
James Cusanelli, Zach Dunkelberger, Nico Nani, Andrew Walker
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 7: Minimum deflection under load.
Purpose: To ensure design will not fail under Wind Power Club testing conditions.
Scope: Bearing capacity failure test of foundation.
Equipment: (2 personnel required)
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

2x Fish Scales
Tub with water and sand, as described in CWC Rules and Regulations or comparable.
Turbine foundation
Bubble level and leveling assembly
Meter stick
Tamper
Dead blow mallet

Hazards:
-

Crushing/severing toes by accidentally dropping foundation
Crushing fingers with dead blow or tamper
Debris (sand, water, paint chips) entering eyes

PPE Requirements:
-

Safety glasses
Closed toed shoes
Gloves for foundation assembler

Facility:
-

Any level, open space that will not be damaged by water spillage.
Proposed location is a level place spot in the engineering courtyard

Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1. Follow installation procedure as documented in CDR, ensuring foundation is level before
beginning.
2. Attach fish scale to hole in extended foundation tower at hub height.
3. Slowly begin applying a horizontal force at a rate of 0.25 lb/s, perpendicular to the tower.
4. Maintain force application until foundation deflects 1° from vertical to gravity (measurement
read from gravity re bubble level).
5. Record force
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Results: Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test
-

-

-

Pass Criteria
o Foundation does not deflect more than 1 degree in the sand during loading equating to
10 m/s
Fail Criteria
o Foundation deflects more than 1 degree in the sand before the loading condition
equating to 10 m/s
Samples
o We will take 20 samples for failure thrust and failure angle, which will each be measured
during every trial.

Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Test Results:
Processed Data
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Number of
Plates
Np
[#]

2

3

4

5

Failure Thrust

Maximum Angle

TF
[ ±0.5 N]

φF
[ ±0.2 °]

23.2
45.2
25.7
26.7
42.0
77.1
25.7
27.7
31.8
20.6
67.1
57.7
57.7
67.1
67.1
68.7
35.9
41.0
67.1

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

Performed By: F32 – Shallow Water Turbine Foundation Team
James Cusanelli, Zach Dunkelberger, Nico Nani, Andrew Walker
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 8: Removal Time
Purpose: To measure time it takes to remove the foundation from the sand
Scope: To ensure the removal procedure adheres to the competition guidelines
Equipment:
−

Turbine foundation

Hazards:
-

Crushing/severing toes by accidentally dropping foundation
Physical strain on hands/back/arms

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toed shoes
Safety glasses
Gloves

Facility:
-

Any level, uncrowded open space
Proposed location is a level place in the engineering courtyard

Procedure:
1) Start timer
2) Using hands, grip and pull foundation out from the sand
3) Stop timer
Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Results (see Test Item 4 for data table):
-

Pass Criteria
o Foundation takes less than 5 minutes to remove
Fail Criteria
o Foundation takes more than 5 minutes to remove
Samples
o We will take 20 samples for removal time

Performed By: F32 – Shallow Water Turbine Foundation Team
James Cusanelli, Zach Dunkelberger, Nico Nani, Andrew Walker
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 9: Axial stress, shear stress, and moment loading F.O.S. for the foundation structure
Purpose: To verify structural rigidity of foundation assembly.
Scope: Ensure that foundation exceeds strength requirements for expected loading conditions with
static load testing.
Equipment:
-

1 CPWP Fish Scales (custom handle may be required to achieve pull force)
3-4 Large steel C-clamps
Assembled foundation
Heavy, level, steel or wood table
High-precision bubble level and leveling fixture

Hazards:
-

Drop hazard while transporting foundation
Laceration by sharp corners/edges
Exertion injury from lifting foundation to tabletop

PPE Requirements:
-

Closed toed shoes
Safety glasses

Facility: N/A
Procedure: (This procedure may be modified if sufficient horizontal forces cannot be generated, two
testing personnel are required to complete this procedure)
1. Inspect assembled foundation tower to ensure that there are no obvious irregularities (dents,
bends, debris, sharp edges). Also inspect welds to ensure welded surfaces are relatively smooth
with no obvious porosity or poor coverage.
2. Disassemble and reassemble the foundation so that there are 3 base plates and no stakes
attached.
3. Bolt or clamp the foundation to a heavy steel or wooden table. Torque clamps or bolts to
approximately 10 ft-lb to ensure a secure connection.
4. Check that the table reads level with gravity within 0.1° using the high-precision bubble level.
Also check that when mounted atop the foundation, the bubble level perfectly reads level with
gravity.
5. Wiggle, push, and pull the foundation by hand to ensure no obvious deflection or translation
occurs in this configuration. Inspect the table to make sure it also remains still.
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6. Finally, attach the fish scale to the load-application hole at the top of the foundation. By hand,
one test engineer will pull with a horizontal force approximately perpendicular to gravity until
the minimum loads are achieved (55.65 lbf minimum force required).
7. The other test engineer will record data on maximum deflection from level. The foundation
should not deflect more than 0.5° from gravity level. (See bubble level user manual for
instructions on reading measurements correctly).
Results:
-

Pass Criteria
All measurements are within tolerance of 0° ± 0.5°.
Fail Criteria
o Any measurement is outside of tolerance (0° ± 0.5°.).
Samples
o We will take 10 samples and record the pull force and deflection for each.

Test Results:
Test Number

Horizontal Force
[lbf]

Angular Deflection
[°]

Pass/Fail?

1

56.2

0

PASS

2

57.9

0

PASS

3

62.3

0

PASS

4

59.1

0

PASS

5

59.4

0

PASS

6

65.8

0

PASS

7

66.1

0

PASS

8

62.0

0

PASS

9

60.7

0

PASS

10

67.3

0

PASS

Test Date: April 19, 2022

Performed By: Nico Nani

Pass/Fail: PASS

Test Personnel Signature: ______________________________
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Test Procedures: F-32 Shallow Water Turbine Foundation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Test Item 10: Packing Density
Purpose: To measure and observe the packing density of competition sand and volume of water-sand
mixture
Equipment:
−
−
−

Container with volume graduations
Sand
Tamper

Hazards:
-

Crushing fingers with tamper
Container shattering
Debris (sand, water) entering eyes

PPE Requirements:
-

Safety glasses
Closed-toed shoes

Facility:
-

Any open space with solid table/surface to pack sand on

Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Measure out a known mass of sand
Pour sand into the container and record sand’s initial volume
Add water into the container and record the water’s initial volume
Use tamper to pack sand
Compare combined sand-water mixture volume to the initial volumes

Test Date(s): Friday, April 8th
Results:
-

Pass Criteria
o Sand can pack/stay packed with noticeable volume change
Fail Criteria
o Sand cannot be packed/stay packed; volume of sand-water mixture doesn’t change
Samples
o 5 samples for sand packing and projected square area will be taken. Sand and water will
be removed and added again after each sample is taken.

Performed By: James Cusanelli

Weight of Bucket: 2.770 kg
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Appendix C. Uncertainty Analysis
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Appendix D. Materials Budget Sheet
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Appendix E: User Manual
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Appendix F: Risk Assessment
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